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Abstract
Low Dimensional Bismuth (LDB) based nanomaterials have created
wide interest among the research community due to the unique electronic
configuration of Bi , which is helpful in boosting the mobility of photo-
generated carriers and hence extensively used for photocatalytic applica-
tions. Specifically, Bismuth Oxyhalides have demonstrated a huge range
of applications as a pigment in the cosmetic industries, as a potential ma-
terial for optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices (such as LEDs, lasers,
solar panels, excellent photo-degradation material, etc.). It has also been
found that BiOX (X = Cl, Br, I) in general have exhibited excellent photo-
catalytic activity on the degradation of Rhodamine B, and azo dyes such
as Methyl Orange and Congo red under both UV and visible light irradi-
ation.
Hence, it is important to investigate the growth mechanism and mor-
phology of the low dimensional Bismuth based nanomaterials to achieve
optimum photo-catalytic activity and explore the possible applications.
The efficient way to explore and improve the efficiency is through the mor-
phological manipulation of nanostructured materials since we can achieve
high surface to volume ratios. So far, nano-materials in specific, Bismuth
based nano-materials with distinct morphologies (nanotubes, nanowires,
nano-flakes, nano-spheres) have, in most of the cases boosted the efficiency
of the solar devices at an affordable cost range.
In this thesis, the morphologies of the Bi-based materials were mod-
vi
ified by changing molar concentrations of the precursors with the pri-
mary aim to improve the photocatalytic degradation of the low dimen-
sional nano-materials under UV-light irradiation. By changing the el-
emental composition, the photodegradation activities of Bismuth Oxide
(Bi2O3), Bismuth Oxy Chloride (BiOCl), Bismuth Oxy Bromide (BiOBr),
and Bismuth Oxy Iodide (BiOI) were studied systematically. The results
showed that the Bismuth Oxyhalides fabricated by a simple electrospin-
ning method exhibited superior photocatalytic activity under UV-light
irradiation towards Alizarin Red S, a hazardous, synthetic organic dye.
vii
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Owing to the exponential growth in population and industrialization in the re-
cent decades, there has been a significant rise in the environmental pollution (both
water and air) and a huge demand for clean water for public use. With this ever-
increasing demand, various practical strategies have been employed to improve the
viability of clean water resources. On the same note, Heterogeneous, low dimensional
photocatalytic nanomaterials are of great interest to the researchers because of their
exotic material properties and enhanced photocatalytic activities, and are employed
in various potential applications aimed at solving environmental [1] (photocatalysis
and water remediation) and energy (electronics and photonics) issues [2, 3]. They
have consistently shown a great potential because of their low-cost, environment-
friendliness and sustainability.
1.1.1 Environmental Pollution
Environmental pollution can be broadly sub-categorized into those that are caused
by Chemical (inorganic and organic pollutants), Physical (sediments and thermal)
1
and Biological (sewage and pathogens) pollutants [4]. The two major sources of
these pollutants are industrial and agricultural initiatives, where industrial pollution
refers majorly to the man-made pollution caused as a result of technology such as
chemical eﬄuents, vehicles etc,. This type of pollution is mainly characterized by the
chemical compounds having low solubility in water. Owing to the low solubility levels,
the compounds surfaces over water and form a separate layer, negatively affecting
the quality of water. The agricultural pollution is characterized by higher levels of
chemicals resulting from agricultural products such as fertilizers, agri-wastes, etc.
that percolate into the soil and then to the water table. This results essentially in
the overgrowth of phytoplanktons and algae that destroy the freshwater ecosystem.
It is to be noted that there are other types of pollution such as air pollution, land
pollution, etc. but they are not discussed in this work, as they are not a part of this
study.
1.1.2 Sources of Water Pollution
Freshwater sources are the major source of drinking water for the world’s popu-
lation, and hence it’s highly imperative that these need to be removed or disposed in
such a way that it is made potable. Many different types of chemicals, either inorganic
or organic, enter ground and surface water sources through industrial runoff or nat-
ural means. The most common inorganic pollutants include Nutrients (Nitrogen and
Phosphate), heavy metals (Mercury, Cadmium and Lead), radionuclides (particles
that exhibit radioactivity), etc.[5]. Some of the most common and harmful organic
pollutants in wastewater and other polluted sources are organic molecules, including
polychlorinated chemicals such as dioxins, DDT and PCBs, PBDEs, polyhalogenated
hydrocarbons, surfactants, and loads of aromatic compounds from oils and pesticide
runoff, and industrial sources [6]. This doesn’t give a complete picture of the organic
pollutants available presently but this shows that these organic pollutants are toxic
2
to all forms of life, but at least soluble in water.
1.2 Water Treatment
There exists a strong environmental concern nowadays due to the waste water ef-
fluents from a large number of organic pollutants dumped from multifarious industrial
and domestic sources.
An ideal water treatment process should have the capability to mineralize all the
toxic organic components completely without leaving behind any harmful byprod-
ucts. In broader classification, biological, mechanical, thermal, chemical, or physical
treatments, or their combinations may be applied to purify contaminated water. The
choice of the proper water treatment process depends on the nature of the pollutants
present in water, and on the allowable contamination level in the treated water.
There are two main purposes for water treatment study – the reduction of contam-
inant level in the discharge stream to meet environmental regulation, the purification
of water to ultrapure water in order to be able to use in semiconductor, microelec-
tronic and pharmaceutical industries. Moreover, the cost effectiveness of the water
treatment process also plays an important role in choosing the particular process.
The potential (long term) and actual impact (current term) of each of these xeno-
biotic compounds, however is difficult to predict or analyze. The sources of these
toxic organic compounds can be traced back to four broader sub categories such as,
Tri-Chloro Ethene (TCE), Chloroform, Carbon Tetra Chloride, Herbicides and Pes-
ticides, Oil and Grease, Hydrocarbons and Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH).
Table 1.1 presents the most commonly detected organic pollutants and their tox-
icity ratings representing how toxic they are [7]. The lower the toxicity rating, the
higher is the toxic nature of the substances. If the rating is 1, it means that the
substances have Life threatening Toxicity (May contain Benzene, usually mutagenic
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and/or carcinogenic), whereas for toxicity rating 100, it would mean that the material
poses medium toxicity/hazard.
Group Material Toxicity Rating Sources
Aliphatic Hy-
drocarbons



















































1 Burning of fuels,
waste incineration
plants, etc.
Table 1.1: Toxicity ratings for common organic pollutants [7].
For a toxicity rating of 5000, the toxic level is very less or almost negligible. In this
classification, Petroleum Exclusion substances (crude oil or any fraction mentioned)
are not assigned any toxicity rating.
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1.2.1 Treatment Methods for Pollution
Hazardous chemical pollutants are conventionally removed by two approaches:
Physical and Chemical treatments [8]. Physical approach refers to removal of wastes
by filtration, foam fractionation, distillation, sorption, gas phase exchange, reverse
osmosis, etc. These methods are useful only for insoluble or inorganic compounds
and are relatively expensive. Chemical methods for removal of organic materials
include waste incineration, coagulation, electrodialysis, and physico-chemical methods
(oxidation and reduction).
The incineration of organic waste is one of the widely used wastewater treatment in
case of municipal wastes, etc., but it is not considered ideal as the high temperature
combustion of the toxic organic compounds is bound to produce other toxic com-
ponents to the surroundings. Ozonation and Chlorination are two commonly used
destructive, physico-chemical methods used for the disinfection of water. Ozonation
is considered to be highly unstable with its active residual time measured in minutes.
This makes it infeasible to be used in large distribution systems and additionally the
operating costs are high. Chlorination is also considered hazardous as it is believed
to generate toxic by-products on reaction with the organic species, such as Tri-Halo
Methanes (THM) and Haloforms. Ozonation has an edge over chlorination as it does
not emit any by-products such as THM but it is to be noted that because of its high
oxidization potential, it is a potential hazard to the living tissues.
Chemical oxidation is one of the physico-chemical method alternative involving
highly oxidizing agents used to convert organic pollutants to carbon dioxide, water,
and other fully oxidized, less toxic elements like nitrates and sulfates. Complex and
harmful organic compounds can be degraded down into simpler substances through
oxidation that the other methods (like distillation, gas phase exchange, reverse osmo-
sis, etc.) can easily separate from water.
Further categorization of chemical oxidation processes can be made into two types
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of processes such as conventional and advanced oxidation processes [9]. Conventional
oxidation process involves the use of wet chemical oxidizing agents (like ozone, per-
sulfates, Fenton reagents and so on) [10]. There are several limitations for the con-
ventional processes such as toxicity and safety hazards of the oxidizing agents used
(like H2O2 and permanganates). Because of their high reactivity, a shorter lifetime of
the agents are exhibited and therefore most of the times, the oxidation process of the
organic compounds are left incomplete, with intermediates more toxic compared to
the original pollutants itself. Therefore a better alternative namely “Advanced Oxi-
dation Processes” that involve either sonocatalysis [11], radiolysis [12], or photolysis
[13] are considered for the same applications.
1.2.2 Advanced Oxidation Processes
Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOP) are the processes that utilize highly re-
active oxidizing agents (those with exceptional oxidation potentials) to attack the
organic molecules that are less reactive otherwise [14]. These are utilized in diverse
range of applications such as groundwater treatment, soil remediation, waste water
sludge conditioning, ultra-pure water production, volatile organic compound treat-
ment, odour control, etc. [15]. In the context of waste water treatment, Photolysis
(or Photodegradation) is the most popular practice amongst the other AOPs because
of their superior mineralization characteristics of less reactive pollutants at relatively
lower operating costs. Usually a sensitizer or photocatalyst should be employed in
the reactions as most of the organic compounds are immune to direct photolysis ac-
companied by visible or UV light. Also Photocatalysts are mostly water-insoluble,
rugged under aqueous conditions and resistant to photolytic degradation and so they
do not get consumed during the reaction thus effectively degrading the pollutants.
But it has to be taken with a careful consideration that the applicability of these
Advanced Oxidation Processes for real-time applications depends on the water quality
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(in other words, wastewater polluting load), expressed in terms of Chemical Oxygen
Demand (COD). A comparison of the COD levels for the AOPs, Wet Oxidation and
Incineration process is given in the Figure 1.1. As shown in the figure, only if the COD
content of the wastes is relatively small (lesser than or equal to 5 gL-1), AOPs can
be used to treat the wastes at an affordable cost range [14] because the wastes with
higher COD levels would naturally require huge amounts of costly reactants. Hence
for those circumstances (greater than 20 gL-1), it is advisable to use other processes
like wet oxidation (E.g., auto-thermal wet oxidation [16]) or incineration.
Figure 1.1: COD level requirement for different types of processes
1.3 Photocatalysis
The word photocatalysis is derived from the Greek word “photo” and a chemical
terminology “catalysis” which means the acceleration of a chemical reaction by means
of a catalyst (a material that does not get depleted in the process, but accelerates the
flow of reaction). The forward rate of reaction is increased by reducing the activation
energy which in turn is achieved using light irradiation. Chlorophyll of plants is
a typical natural photocatalyst. The difference between chlorophyll photocatalyst
to man-made nano-photocatalysts is, usually chlorophyll captures sunlight to turn
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water and carbon dioxide into oxygen and glucose, but on the contrary man-made
photocatalyst creates strong oxidation agent(s) and electronic holes to breakdown the
organic matter to carbon dioxide and water in the presence of photocatalyst, light
and water.
Photocatalysis is also termed as “Photo-Oxidative” process, wherein a chemical
reaction is triggered by the absorption of light resulting in rapid break-up of organic
matter, resulting in the degradation of the material. Thus, exposure to sunlight
and some artificial lights can have adverse effects on the life span of plastic/organic
products. Photolytic reactions involve the use of visible or UV light irradiation to
effectively carry out the chemical transformations that eventually degrade the or-
ganic molecules by breaking the chemical bonds inside a polymer. This breakage of
bonds essentially results in cracking, chalking, color changes and the loss of physical
properties of the organic material.
Figure 1.2: Photocatalysis and Photosynthesis - A brief comparison
In simple terms, photocatalysis (yin) can be considered as the reverse process of
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photosynthesis (yang). In photosynthesis, plants with the aid of light and chlorophyll
absorb CO2 and H2O to produce organic matter. Whereas in photocatalysis, as light
impinges the material (usually a mineral) and triggers a chemical reaction that results
in the decomposition or breaking down of complex organic substances to relatively
simpler CO2 and H2O. It is a naturally available cleaning process that helps accel-
erate the breakdown of hazardous greenhouse gases (Nitrogen Oxide, Nitrous Oxide,
Methane: precursors to Ozone) and pollutants. This process has been illustrated in
detail in Figure 1.2.
1.3.1 Photocatalysis - Advantages
Few advantages of these photocatalytic reactions over the other conventionally
used chemical reactions and other techniques (thermal/pressure assisted reactions)
are:
 5 R’s - Reused, Reduced, Recycled, Reversed and Remediation (Photocatalysis
helps to reverse damage caused by the pollutants and results in environmental
remediation)
 Ambient pressure and temperature conditions
 Stability of the catalysts used in the reactions
 Sunlight, an abundantly available natural source, can also be used as light source
to initiate the reactions
 Control over the entire reaction itself by controlling the light source (at the flick
of a switch, the entire process can be started or stopped)
 High possibility for the system to be readily integrated with a working UV-based
water purifying system
 Faster kinetics of the reactions
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1.3.2 Classification of Photocatalysis
Semiconductor (mostly Metal Chalcogenides such as Metal Oxides, Metal Sul-
fides) based photocatalysis has started to gain momentum in commercialization, both
in research as well as in industries. The initial research on Photocatalytic water-
splitting to produce Hydrogen and Oxygen by incorporating TiO2[17] spurred further
research in the field of Photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants using a variety
of Metal Oxide based semiconductors. Although TiO2 has been conventionally used
as photocatalysts in many applications thanks to its biological and chemical inert-
ness, stability against photo-corrosion, non-toxic nature, high redox ability, and so on
[18, 19], there are two major limitations, that shadows all the advantages of TiO2 and
in fact, negatively affect its overall photocatalytic efficiency, one being the wide band
gap (3.2 eV for anatase phase) and the other being a high rate of photo-generated
recombination of electron–hole limiting their further applications in the visible light
region (400 nm < λ < 700 nm), which accounts for 43% of the incoming solar energy
[20].
In order to overcome these, the possibility of other semiconductor catalysts (SC),
especially the nanomaterials have been considered for their relatively superior ma-
terial properties. Nano-structured Bismuth Chalcogenide photocatalysts (Bismuth
Oxide or Bismuth Sulfide based) have proven to be effective in both UV and Visible
light irradiation with relatively smaller band gaps, enabling them to be the poten-
tial photocatalytic materials for the upcoming generation water purification systems.
Specifically, Bismuth Oxides and Bismuth Oxy-halides (BiOX, where X = Cl, Br,
and I) are proven to be effective in degradation of non-biodegradable synthetic dyes
such as Rhodamine B, Methyl Orange and Congo red in the UV and visible light
irradiation [21, 22, 23].
Advanced oxidation processes based on UV-light irradiation can be further clas-
sified into the following types:
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1. Homogeneous photocatalysis (or) photo-induced oxidation
2. Heterogeneous photocatalysis (or) photo-induced oxidation
Many of these homogeneous and heterogeneous oxidation processes use UV range
irradiation for degradation which has its spectrum between three bands - UV-A (315
to 400 nm), UV-B (280 to 315nm) and UV-C (100 to 280 nm). For environmental
remediation applications, UV-A (long wavelength radiations or black light) and UV-
C (short wave radiations) are the commonly used bands. For an effective ozone
photocatalysis, UV lamps are supposed to have a maximum radiation output at about
254 nm range. Numerous organic pollutants absorb UV-light in the spectrum between
200 and 300 nm. They eventually decompose due to direct photocatalysis (or) get to
the excited states and become more reactive with the chemical oxidants [24].
1.3.2.1 Homogeneous photo-induced oxidation
Homogeneous photo-induced oxidation are the photo-reactions that happen in a
gas or liquid-based phase system, without any addition of solids. These reactions are
very similar to the Conventional oxidation processes, except in here, they use light to
activate and speed up the reaction rate and is prepared in a homogenous solution. To
treat contaminated wastewater systems, this method employs the use of an oxidant
to generate oxidizing free radicals, which attack the organic contaminants to initiate
the oxidation process. Several photochemical systems may be used in a homogeneous
solution, such as:
 Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2/UV)
 Ozone (O3/UV)
 Hydrogen peroxide and Ozone (H2O2/O3/UV) [25]
 Photo-Fenton system (Fe3+/H2O2/UV) [26]
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The oxidization strength of H2O2 by itself is relatively weaker, but together with
the of UV light, the oxidizing rate and strength are increased multifold through the
increased production of free hydroxyl radicals. Hydrogen peroxide if added in low
concentrations for other Advanced Oxidation Processes, is also considered to enhance
the degradation process, as the molecule by itself can split into two hydroxyl radicals
easily. Then again, H2O2 and the other oxidants might get quite hazardous as it
leaves out products that might be far more toxic than the original contaminants and
requires subsequent waste removal processes and the overall process is expensive.
1.3.2.2 Heterogeneous photocatalysis
Heterogeneous photocatalysis has emerged out to be one of the efficient technolo-
gies to purify air and water since its inception [27]. This is a process wherein the
reactant species and the photocatalyst materials are available in two or more phases.
The basis of this process lies in the photo-excitation of a semiconductor material as
a result of the absorption of radiation either in UV (predominantly used) or visible
region. The mechanism and reactions involved in this process are explained in detail
in the following chapter.
It has to be noted that undoubtedly the homogeneous photolytic processes (as
mentioned above) are way more effective than the ones using heterogeneous photo-
catalysts, such as TiO2 and other semiconductors. This is because of the exceptionally
low quantum yield for the generation of free hydroxyl radicals on most of the catalysts
(In case of TiO2, the yield only comes to about 4-5%), and almost as high as 95%
of the total absorbed light energy is lost to the surroundings as heat. Despite this
huge limitation, on overall as a process, the heterogeneous photocatalysis is consid-
ered to be preferable due to easy catalyst separation from the reaction solution and
the disposal of by-products are not required in most of the cases (as the compounds
are broken down to simpler products that are non/less toxic).
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1.3.3 Applications of Photocatalysis
In addition to the photodegradation as a technique for water purification, the
destructive methods currently used in practice such as chlorination, ozonation, etc.
use hazardous oxidizing agents and hence rendered dangerous. Other commonly used
non-destructive technologies (where the reagents transfer the pollutant from water to
solid matrix) such as air-stripping, and carbon absorption also have their limitations.
Both these methods convert the liquid contamination to other forms - volatile
gaseous form (Air pollution in case of air stripping) and hazardous solid that requires
other means of disposal (Land pollution in case of carbon adsorption). Photocatalysis
has majorly been implemented for many applications from various fields such as
 Water purification (Agricultural eﬄuents containing pesticides, Textile indus-
tries, Inactivation of harmful microorganism like bacteria)
 Air purification




 Water splitting and hydrogen generation for clean energy
 Cooling buildings
 Corrosion protection
 Medical applications (Attempt to treat cancer, a self-sterilizing catheter, etc.).
A quick illustration of the applications has been provided in the following Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Photocatalysis applications - A quick overview
1.3.4 Conventional photocatalysts and their limitations
The most commonly used photocatalyst for a variety of applications is TiO2 but
there are certain shortcomings of TiO2 that limit its practical usage in applications.
They are:
 Wide bandgap - Eg = 3.2 eV and so TiO2 is sensitive to UV-light and cannot
utilize the visible light sufficiently [19], which makes it suitable for treating only
trace level pollutants. The utilization ratio of sunlight is quite critical to the
effectiveness of the photocatalysts.
 Low reaction rates and difficult recovery due to its minute particle size [28] (Size
of about 4 to 30 nm)
 Low catalytic efficiency due to its small surface area [28]
 Non-porous and hence low adsorption [29]
 Low specificity leading to lower efficiencies
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 High recombination rate of the photo-induced electrons and holes
 Poor adsorbance to organic compounds (non-polar compounds) due to its polar
nature [30]
So it is crucial to tweak the existing photocatalysts or to find new photocatalysts
that could solve these issues. Many semiconductor oxides or sulfides based photo-
catalysts have been explored for the photocatalytic applications and there has been
a promising candidate - Bismuth Oxides based photocatalyst family that has shown
quite a surge of improvement.
1.3.5 Bismuth Oxides and Bismuth Oxyhalides
Bismuth Oxy Compounds (Bismuth Oxide and Bismuth Oxyhalides) have been
used as better alternatives to the existing TiO2 family of photocatalysts and they
are used in multifarious applications in solid state technology applications such as
optical devices, photovoltaics, microwave IC, fuel-cells, and gas phase sensors [31, 32,
33] (Nitric Oxide, Oxygen, Carbon-di-oxide, etc.). Owing to its high conductivity
of Oxygen ions, Bi2O3 has attracted attention in the field of solid electrolytes - as
an electrolyte substance in fuel cells, ceramic membranes for O2 separation and O2
pumps.
In case of Bismuth Oxyhalides BiOX (X = Cl, Br, I), they are widely used in
many fields because they exhibit exotic electrical, magnetic, optical, thermally stim-
ulated conductivity, luminescent properties and a very good photocatalytic activity
and selectivity in the Oxidative Coupling of Methane (OCM) [34, 35]. In addition
to photocatalysis [36], the applications include x-ray luminescent image converters,
anti-Stokes phosphors (frequency up-shift converters), polarizers, cutoff-interference
filters [37], pigments (in the cosmetics industries) [38, 39], in therapeutic modality
for treating skin cancer [40], and potential materials for applications such as photo-
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voltaic cells and batteries, LEDs, laser materials [40, 41] and opto-electronic devices
[42]. Bismuth oxyhalides have also been identified as effective photocatalysts un-
der both UV-irradiation and visible-light illumination because of their unique layered
structure, high activity and high photo-corrosion stability [43]. For instance, Bis-
muth oxyhalides based BiO(ClxBr(1-x)) photocatalysts, where x=0.5 exhibited thrice
the level of photoactivity compared to the traditional Degussa P25 (TiO2) in removing
aqueous, model dye RhB under a visible-light-driven process [44].
1.4 Project Objectives
As discussed above, there are a couple of problems regarding the TiO2 photocat-
alysts although semiconductor photocatalysis has been utilized as a tool for a lot of
applications especially in the wastewater purification systems. The wide band gap
energy of TiO2 necessitates it to be sensitive to UV, rendering it useless against nat-
ural solar light, which consists of a maximum content of 43% visible light (400–700
nm) and 52% infrared light (700–2500 nm) with only a minimal amount of 5% UV
(300–400 nm) [45]. Then the next major limitation is high recombination rate of the
photo-electrons and photo-holes resulting in a poor photocatalytic efficiency of the
entire process. Considering these and the other limitations mentioned already, few
pointers have to be noted in-line with the Bi-based nano photocatalysts and hence
the following objectives were determined to be pursued:
 To develop more efficient, stable and low-cost Bi2O3 photocatalysts by Electro-
spinning
 To develop more efficient, stable and low-cost BiOX (X = Cl, Br, I) photocat-
alysts by Electrospinning
 To evaluate and optimize the photocatalytic properties of the synthesized ma-
terials under UV light irradiation
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1.5 Thesis Overview
The thesis work comprises of six chapters. As we have seen, Chapter 1 deals with
a brief note of introduction to the recent pollution scenario, water treatment meth-
ods, photocatalysis (homogeneous and heterogeneous), existing and the proposed set
of photocatalysts, and a summary of the objectives of this work. In Chapter 2, an
extensive literature review on the mechanism of photocatalysis, existing strategies of
developing the Bi based photocatalysts, the structure and properties of the proposed
photocatalysts are discussed. The details of materials used, experimental methods,
operational conditions and characterization techniques are shown in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, the synthesis and characterization of the Bismuth oxide and Bismuth
Oxyhalides have been discussed along with the effects of experimental conditions on
precursor concentrations. Chapter 5 describes the UV-light assisted photocatalytic
performance of the proposed photocatalysts and the effects of the experimental con-
ditions on the effectiveness of the catalysts. Finally, conclusions of the present work





Research interests in heterogeneous photocatalysis has grown multifold in the past
few decades due to its interesting properties and advantages over the existing tradi-
tional wastewater treatment processes. In the usual redox photocatalytic processes, a
photocatalyst (mostly metal oxides) is activated by the absorption of a suitable light,
thus generating electron-hole pairs, in which holes are used to oxidize the organic
pollutants whereas electrons are used to reduce metal ions present in the wastewater.
The generated electron-hole pairs can move freely to either undergo a charge transfer
on the surface of the semiconductor to the adsorbed species, or they can undergo
volume recombination and emit off the energy as heat.
In order to prevent the photocatalyst to go to waste, it is important to ensure
proper separation of photogenerated electron-hole pair during the photocatalytic re-
actions. TiO2 has shown quite good promise to the photocatalytic applications on
this context, but there has been a chasm between what TiO2 as a photocatalyst can
do and what it cannot. Though TiO2 is considered to be a suitable photocatalyst,
it has several limitations with the main one being its low quantum efficiency and its
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small particle size. Therefore, it is of great concern to either modify the electronic
structure/properties of TiO2 so as to utilize the sunlight effectively or look out for
entirely different families of photocatalysts.
Amongst the recently discovered photocatalysts, Bismuth based photocatalysts
are quite intriguing because they offer a lot more room down to the nano-scale levels
like TiO2 does, but they are more advantageous in terms of overcoming the light
absorption in only a particular range and they offer a better quantum yield too. In
order to better understand the whole process, it is essential to review the photocat-
alytic mechanisms that happen underneath and the structure that enable to do so.
This chapter deals with the photocatalytic process, its mechanisms in detail, an in-
troduction to the photocatalysts under study, their structure and morphologies and
commonly used synthesis routes to produce these photocatalysts.
2.2 Photo-Oxidation Process
2.2.1 Basic Principles of Photocatalysis
The photocatalytic process lies in the integration of two fields namely “photo-
chemistry” and “catalysis” which means that the two essential ingredients required to
carry out a photo-chemical reaction are light and photocatalyst. As briefed earlier,
photocatalysis can be further sub-classified as homogeneous and heterogeneous pho-
tocatalytic processes according to the catalyst phase and the reacting species used in
the reactions. In homogeneous photocatalysis, oxidants such as Hydrogen peroxide,
Ozone and Fenton reagents are used to speed up the reactions with the assistance of
a powerful UV-light source and this whole process takes place in the bulk solution.
The key term to be remembered here is catalyst in the bulk solution to trigger the
reaction.
Whereas heterogeneous photocatalysis are processes in which the reaction step(s)
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occur(s) by means of inducing electron-hole pairs by applying light on the surface of
the materials with suitable band gap. Here, the charge separation using the photo-
induction source is the key-point. For the materials with suitable band gap, metal
chalcogenide semiconductors (Metal oxides such as TiO2, ZnO, ZrO2, Nb2O5, CeO2,
WO3, etc., and Metal sulfides such as CdS, ZnS, etc.) [46] are beneficial for light-
induced chemical transformation and photocatalysis due to their favorable material
properties such as favorable bandgap i.e. unique electronic structure composed of
a filled valence band (VB) and an empty conduction band (CB), tunable electronic
structure, charge transport characteristic, superior light adsorbance, etc. The tech-
nicalities of the semiconductor photocatalysis process are presented in the following
sections.
2.2.2 Mechanism of Photocatalysis
To fully grasp the basic principles of heterogeneous photocatalysis, it is mandatory
to know the terminologies and the sub-processes involved. A semiconductor mate-
rial is characterized by an electronic-band structure in which a fully occupied band,
namely the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO), otherwise called Valence
Band (VB) , and an empty band, the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO),
also called Conduction Band (CB) , are separated by an energy gap, namely bandgap,
Eg. Semiconductors with lower band gap are preferred as they can be activated by
visible light of higher wavelength, and low energy. By knowing the energy gap of a
semiconductor material, the required threshold wavelength, λ of the radiation source
can be easily calculated by the simple equation as described below (Eq. 2.1).
λ (nm) → 1240
Eg (eV )
(2.1)
And hence the knowledge of the band gap energies is very useful in the determina-
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tion of the photocatalysts that are suited/tailor-made for certain specific applications.
Therefore, the standard potentials for the redox systems of the proposed catalysts and
that of TiO2 are listed in Figure 2.1 for a conceptual comparison. The relative values
of Standard Hydrogen Electrode Potential (SHE) and the band gap positions of the
semiconductors underpin the thermodynamic limits or thermodynamic feasibility for
the photochemical reactions that can be initiated by the charge carriers. The lowest
energy level of the Conduction Band is nothing but the reduction potential of electrons
and the highest energy level of the Valence Band is the oxidizing capacity of holes,
each value reflecting the ability of the system to promote reduction and oxidative
processes [47]. Also, the band gap positions affect the migration inside the crystalline
structure of the catalyst and how they interact with adsorbed surface molecules [48].
Figure 2.1: Band gap positions of proposed Bismuth based photocatalysts and TiO2-
A comparison
Photocatalysis refers to the acceleration of the rate of chemical reactions (oxida-
tion/reduction) brought about by the catalyst, usually a semiconductor oxide by UV
or visible radiation. Photocatalysis has become an integral part of the advanced oxi-
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dation process (AOP) which employs oxidizing agents like H2O2, O3, Fenton’s reagent
etc., for the effective detoxification of various organic pollutants. A very simplistic
equation of the photocatalysis is given by Eq. 2.2.
Photocatalyst + hv (light) → e− + h+ (2.2)
A suitable light source must be identified in order to activate the semiconductor
photocatalyst based on their band gap as light sources are the energy house of the
photocatalytic processes. Artificial UV-lamps are commonly used for powering the
photocatalytic processes and are classified based on the components present in the
lamp - mercury (Hg), sodium (Na), zinc/cadmium (Zn/Cd) and rare gases (Argon
and Neon). These lamps can be grouped in three categories based on their operating
pressure range: low pressure mercury lamp (Upto 0.1 Pa, emission mainly at the
wavelength range from 253.7 nm to 184.9 nm), medium pressure mercury lamp (100
Pa to several hundreds Pa, emission in the wavelength range 300 nm and 1000 nm) and
high pressure mercury (1 Mpa or higher, emission between the wavelength range 200
nm and 1000 nm). Other types of light sources such as Halogen lamps (incandescent
lamp), fluorescent lamps, Xenon arc lamp (radiation in the range 300-800 nm), Hg-arc
lamp, blacklight lamp and natural sunlight are also commonly observed.
Photocatalysis is used to decontaminate a plethora of organic compound groups
such as aliphatic hydrocarbons and their derivatives, cyclic hydrocarbons, aromatic
hydrocarbons and their derivatives, heteroatoms and so on. Many efforts have been
dedicated to find a generic reaction equation that can be implemented for any stoi-
chiometry of these organic compounds. In a process of photo-oxidation, it is important
to obtain a through mineralization, which would lead to the transformation of organic
matter initially present in solution, into CO2 and water respectively. There are two
different equations for the reactions carried out based on the reactants involved:
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1. If a photolysis involves Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen the general stoichiomet-
ric equation valid for the complete mineralization (Eq. 2.3) is as follows:
CmHnOp + a O2 → m CO2 + n2 H2O (2.3)
2. In case of photolytic reaction with halogenated organic compounds and the
corresponding generic stoichiometric equation (Eq. 2.4) can be given as,
CmHnOpXq + a O2 → m CO2 + y H2O + q HX (2.4)
where C refers to Carbon, H - Hydrogen atoms, O - Oxygen atoms, and X -
Halogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, or sulfur atoms, and m, n, p, q are the corresponding
numbers of atoms of C, H, O, X in the organic compound. In the presence of hetero-
atoms (those with Sulfur, Nitrogen atoms, etc.) degradation will lead to obtain the
corresponding inorganic ions (like SO4
2− , NO3−, NH4+, etc.).
In a classical heterogeneous photocatalytic process, the reaction could be carried
out in various phases (gas phase, pure organic liquid phases or aqueous solutions) and
the overall process can be decomposed into following steps:
 Transport of the reactants in the fluid phase to the external surface of catalyst
and then to its pore structure
 Adsorption of at least one reactant
 Reaction carried out in the adsorbed phase
 Desorption of the product(s) right after Reaction
 Removal of the product(s) from the interface region
The photocatalytic reaction occurs in the adsorbed phase right next to adsorption.
The photocatalytic reactions expressed in terms of equations are given below (from
Eq. 2.5 till Eq. 2.17):
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1. Photoelectron-Photohole pair generation: The initial process for hetero-
geneous photocatalysis of organic compounds by photocatalysts (in this case,
Bi2O3 and BiOX) is the generation of a hole and electron pairs on the applica-
tion of light inside the photocatalyst materials, as shown in Eq. 2.5
Photocatalyst → Photocatalyst (e−cb, h+vb) → Recombination (2.5)
2. Possible Traps for Photoholes (generation of hydroxyl radicals OH):
(a) Surface adsorbed water molecules:
Photocatalyst (h+vb) + H2Oads → Photocatalyst + OHads + H+ (2.6)
Photocatalyst (h+vb) + H2Oads → Photocatalyst +
1
2 O2 + H
+ (2.7)
(b) Surface adsorbed hydroxyl ions:
Photocatalyst (h+vb) + OH−ads → Photocatalyst + OHads (2.8)
(c) Photoelectron Donor (D) species:
Photocatalyst (h+vb) + Dads → Photocatalyst + D+ads (2.9)
3. Possible Traps for Photoelectrons:
Photocatalyst (e−cb) + O2ads + H+ → Photocatalyst + OH2 ↔ O-2 + H+
(2.10)
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OH2 + Photocatalyst (e−cb) + H+ → Photocatalyst + H2O (2.11)
2OH2 → H2O2 + O2 (2.12)
H2O2 + O-2 → OH + O2 + OH− (2.13)
H2O2 + hν → 2OH (2.14)
H2O2 + Photocatalyst (e−cb) → Photocatalyst + OH + OH− (2.15)
Photocatalyst (e−vb) + Aads → Photocatalyst + A+ads (2.16)
4. Recombination:
Photocatalyst (e−cb + h+vb) → Photocatalyst + Energy (2.17)
where, e−cb is a conduction-band electron, and h
+
vb is a valence-band hole.
When the semiconductor with a suitable band gap is illuminated with photons
whose energy is equal to or greater than their band-gap energy Eg > (hν ≥ Eg), there
is absorption of these photons and creation within the bulk of electron-hole pairs,
which dissociate into free photoelectrons in the conduction band and photoholes in
the valence band simultaneously. The photogenerated holes and electrons play a very
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important role in pollutant degradation and photocatalytic disinfection, and solar en-
ergy conversion including hydrogen production and solar photovoltaics, respectively.
The photohole of the catalyst breaks apart the H2O molecule (i.e., hydroxide ion,
OH–) to form Hydrogen gas and a hydroxyl radical (OH), which is a very powerful
oxidant with an oxidation potential of 2.8V (NHE). The hydroxyl radical induces
the photo-oxidative decomposition and rapidly breaks down the chemical bonds of
the contaminant both at the surface and in the solution. The photoelectron on the
contrary, reacts with O2 to form a super oxide anion. These set of reactions are cyclic
and they keep going on as long as there is availability of light. A simplified elucidation
of this light-induced chemical transformation process has been shown in Figure 2.2
as follows:
Figure 2.2: Illustration showing photocatalytic reactions on a subsection of the semi-
conductor particle
The photogenerated charge carriers can undergo (i) recombination in the bulk
of the semiconductor or through trap sites on the surface, and release heat and/or
luminescence (ii) charge transfer by reacting with electron acceptor or donor species
and resulting in subsequent redox reactions. Figure 2.3 is a schematic of the different
recombination and charge transfer processes on the semiconductor particle. If the
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excited electron-hole pairs undergo recombination, they eventually release the input
energy as heat, with no chemical effect. However, if the electrons (and holes) migrate
to the surface of the semiconductor without recombination, they can participate in
various oxidation and reduction reactions with adsorbed species such as water, oxygen,
and other organic or inorganic species. These oxidation and reduction reactions are
the basic mechanisms of photocatalytic water/air remediation and photocatalytic
hydrogen production, respectively.
Figure 2.3: Illustration showing possibilities of reactions that could occur during
photocatalysis
This photocatalytic process can further be extended to facilitate Hydrogen gener-
ation and water splitting in which, the electrons of the Conduction Band (CB) plays
a key role. For this process to happen, the CB level must be more electronegative
than the H2 production level.
2.2.3 Classification of Photocatalytic Systems
In addition to the photocatalyst used to absorb light energy, there are several
add-ons that are used to absorb the light “effectively” and may as well be added to
modify the photocatalyst system based on their applications. Based on a research
work done by Stroyuk et al., the classifications are provided below based on four major
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applications that the photocatalytic processes use to improve the overall efficiency of
the degradation rate [49] and they are:
 Semiconductors & sensitizers
 Semiconductor hetero-structures
 Semiconductors doped with cations, and
 Semiconductors doped with anions.
They are briefly discussed with a few example systems as follows:
2.2.3.1 Semiconductors with dye-sensitizers
Semiconductors are the widely used light sensitive materials for the photocataly-
sis, especially the metal oxides effectively absorbing UV-light. But they have a major
limitation of not being applicable in the majorly available visible light spectral range.
For the very same reason, many options have been explored out of which the most
effective one is using sensitizers or colored substances for promoting visible light pho-
tocatalysis. In this type of system, the dye helps to absorb visible light and injects
electrons into the semiconductor in its excited state. This system is shown in Figure
2.4.
Figure 2.4: Semiconductors with dye sensitizers: Operation of the photocatalytic sys-
tem for the release of hydrogen from water based on metal–semiconductor structures
and a dye–sensitizer [49].
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2.2.3.2 Semiconductor hetero-structures
Binary photocatalytic systems are used to improve the electron transport for the
semiconductors with wide band gap that are naturally poor in charge transport in
visible spectrum. In these systems, semiconductors with small bandgap are clubbed
together with semiconductors of wide bandgap. The narrow bandgap semiconductor
that are naturally good absorbers of visible light assists in the electron injection
into the wide bandgap semiconductor. The photo-generated charges remain spatially
separated and the photo-hole interacts with the electron donor. An example of this
system is shown in Figure 2.5 as follows:
Figure 2.5: Semiconductors hetero-structures: Spatial separation of the photo-
generated charges in the CdS/TiO2 hetero-structure and the formation of hydrogen
during the action of visible light [49].
2.2.3.3 Semiconductors doped with metal cations
Another way to improve the conduction from visible to UV spectrum is by doping
the semiconductors with metal cations. By doping wide-gap semiconductor materials
with metal cations (transition metals), temporary metastable states are produced in
the forbidden electronic band. The transition of electrons from the metastable states
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to the conduction band is facilitated by exciting the electrons using visible light.
Many different kinds of dopants such as CrVI , FeIII , CoII , NiII , RuII , and PdII
have been used to transform γ - Bi 2O 3 into visible-light-driven photocatalysts for
the reduction of water and the best among these is identified to be PdIIbecause of its
dual function to be partly reduced and also to act as co-catalyst of the photo-reaction
[49]. An example for this type of photocatalytic system is provided in Figure 2.6 as
shown below.
Figure 2.6: Semiconductors doped with metal cations: Operation of the photocatalytic
system for the release of hydrogen from an aqueous solution of electron donor D with
the participation of Titanium dioxide doped with Ni2+[49].
2.2.3.4 Semiconductors doped with anions
To narrow the forbidden energy band in semiconductors, band engineering is an
option. In this approach, oxygen is partially substituted by other elements such as
nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur, which helps in shifting the valence band of the photo-
catalyst by using the positioning of p-orbitals of the impurities, that are located in
the valence band above the p-orbitals of the oxygen, thereby narrowing the forbidden
band without having to move the bottom of the conduction band. A system with
Titanium oxide doped with nitrogen (Figure 2.7) is a very good example for this type.
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Figure 2.7: Semiconductors doped with metal cations: Operation of the photocatalytic
system for the release of hydrogen from an aqueous solution of electron donor D with
the participation of Titanium dioxide doped with nitrogen [49].
2.2.4 Factors Influencing Photocatalytic Processes
Various factors that influence the degradation rate of a photocatalytic process
[50, 51] are
 Temperature in which the process is carried out
 O2 concentration in the photocatalyst suspension
 Concentration of Photocatalyst
 Structure and Morphology of the catalyst used
 Target Organic Pollutant (Concentration, Structure, etc.)
 pH (in case of aqueous solutions)
 UV-light intensity in which the light source is operated
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2.2.4.1 Temperature
Temperature at which the photocatalytic process is carried out has a negligible
effect on the photodegradation rate [52] of the organic compounds because mostly
these processes have been carried out in ambient temperature conditions and also
because the effect of the electron transfer rate to oxygen is far more significant [53].
However, there are studies that report that at higher temperatures (>75 ◦C), the
photodegradation rate seems to be affected due to an increase in the desorption rate
of the substrates and intermediate species from the catalyst [54].
In this study, after the preparation of nanofibrous photocatalyst, it is imperative
that they are calcined to a particular temperature so as to facilitate effective removal
of the remnant polymers and get the required material composition. And it has been
found that the calcination temperature has a significant effect on the photocatalytic
rate as it could be associated with modifying the band gap, phase composition, a
smaller diameter (in case of nanofibers) and high crystallinity [55].
2.2.4.2 O2 concentration
The significance of O2 concentration on the degradation rate of organic compounds
is because of its electron-scavenging nature which tends to prevent electron-hole pair
recombination (recombination of e−cb and dye
+). Not only is the Oxygen key for
the prevention of recombination, but also it is necessary for the generation of active
species (active oxygen radicals) such as singlet oxygen (1O2), hydroxyl radical (OH),
superoxide radical (HO2 or O2−), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for the proceeding
of oxidation, and in the stabilization of radical intermediates.
But beyond a certain optimum level, the presence of oxygen is deemed unfavorable
due to the increase in the hydroxyl species on the photocatalyst surface which prevents
further adsorption of target molecule(s) at active catalytic sites [56].
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2.2.4.3 Catalyst Concentration
The effect of this factor on the photodegradation is very similar to the O2 Con-
centration. In here, the degradation rate increases with the increase of concentration
of catalyst upto an optimum level [57], after which there is a decrease in the degrada-
tion process. This is because till that level, an increase in the catalyst concentration
correspondingly increases the specific surface area of the catalyst, thereby increasing
the active sites for the adsorption of the target pollutants.
After the level, an equilibrium is attained and the number of active sites available
for the adsorption may almost become constant because of the decreased light pen-
etration, increase in light scattering, and loss in specific surface area attributed to
the agglomeration of particles (due to inter-particle interactions) which reduces the
overall degradation rate [58, 59].
2.2.4.4 Pollutant Concentration
An increase in the pollutant concentration results in an increase of the degra-
dation rate, but it decreases the rate constant and thereby the overall photodegra-
dation efficiency as all the available active sites get occupied (in accordance with
Langmuir–Hinshelwood kinetic model) when more and more pollutant molecules are
added. The rate determining steps for a photocatalytic process involves two reactions
in series - photoelectron-photohole pair generation and reaction of the generated pairs
with target molecules.
The degradation rate is a linear function of concentration at lower concentrations
of the pollutant, and hence the second reaction is more dominant which implies that a
faster degradation rate can be observed. Similarly when the pollutant concentration
is high, the first mechanism (in the rate determining steps) is predominant resulting
in a slower degradation rate [60, 61].
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2.2.4.5 Light source
The light source and its intensity determine the total number of generated electron-
hole pairs. As there is an increase in the light intensity (due to increased rate of inci-
dent photons), results in a corresponding increase in the number of electron-hole pairs
generated. Also, the high photon influx increases the probability of collision between
incident photons and active sites of the surface of the photocatalyst. Naturally, this
would lead to an increase in reaction rate of the photocatalytic process.
The degradation rate for the target materials at lower light intensities and carrier
concentrations is directly proportional to the light intensity whereas the degradation
rate for materials at high light intensities and carrier concentrations, is proportional
to the square root of the light intensity [62, 63] . This square root function is due to
the possibility of bulk, rapid recombination of electron-hole pairs within the catalyst
material. When the intensity level reaches a threshold point, the collision between the
incident photons and available active sites tends to its limit, and any further increase
in the light intensity would leave no effect on the photoreaction rate.
2.2.4.6 Structure and Morphology of Photocatalyst
Crystalline nature of the photocatalysts have always been reported as a desirable
property for obtaining good photocatalytic activity because the more crystalline a ma-
terial is, the lesser will it have defects and, also the lesser the trapping and recombina-
tion effects will be. The surface/volume recombination could be prevented/promoted
dramatically by altering the crystallite size. In many research works, it has been
reported that a large specific surface area of the photocatalyst is the most sought for
property, as a large surface area means more pollutants could be adsorbed onto the
surface leading to a higher photodegradation efficiency [64]. It has also been reported
that amorphous structures (powdery photocatalyst materials) result in a significant
amount of defects and electron-hole recombination and hence low photocatalytic ac-
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tivities are exhibited [64].
2.3 Bismuth Oxy-Compounds
As mentioned, the structure and morphology of a photocatalyst is crucial for an
efficient photocatalysis to take place. Although TiO2 has been the center of attraction
for photocatalytic applications for a few decades now, its ability to effectively absorb
the sunlight is very poor (about 5%) because of its structural limitations (small specific
surface area and high recombination rate of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs).
In general, the use of these metal oxide based semiconductors for photocatalytic
applications becomes difficult because of the the deep valence band positions (with
O2p orbitals) relative to the Conduction Band levels resulting in a wide band gap
that makes it difficult to absorb the visible light irradiation. This is one of the major
hurdles in the process of developing efficient, visible light-driven, stable metal oxide
based photocatalyst materials [65].
Therefore a significant amount of research has been ventured out so as to realize
other nano-structured materials and/or structural/morphological modifications that
offer better properties and end-results. The next step towards a better photocataly-
sis would be to enhance the performance of photopowered catalytic systems through
design of new materials and a clear understanding of the electronic and molecular con-
cepts of capture, conversion, and storage of the energy in the devices. This will take
this process to the next step, i.e., the exploration of better and competent materials
for the economic capture of both UV and visible light.
To find more effective materials, it is highly crucial to band engineer the existing
materials and tailor their electronic structure according to the specific applications.
In order to band engineer (or) in other words, for this case, precise controlling of
the valence band (VB) with orbitals other than O2p require suitable selection of
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materials. It has been reported that Bismuth based nanomaterials offer a vast arena
of possibilities to explore and control the valence band precisely and effectively [66].
Recently, many oxide-based capable photocatalysts that compete on-par with the
efficiency of TiO2 based photocatalysts such as Bi2WO6 [19], BiVO4 [66], BiTaO4
[67], BiFeO3[68], CaBi2O4 [69], and Bi5FeTi3O15 [70], Bi2Ti2O7 [71], Bi4Ti3O12 [72],
etc have been reported.
Apart from these pure oxide photocatalysts, many ternary oxy-halides based pho-
tocatalysts have also been recorded for good photocatalytic activities like Bi3O4Cl [73]
and xBiOI-(1-x )BiOCl with x = 0.2–1.0 [74]. This project focuses on Bismuth (III)
Oxide and Bismuth Oxyhalides (Bismuth Oxychloride, Bismuth Oxybromide, and
Bismuth Oxyiodide) for they have superior degradation properties and offers better
UV and visible light driven photocatalysis. The next section would give a better
insight about the structure of the Bismuth (III) Oxide and Bismuth Oxyhalides.
2.3.1 Crystal structure and Properties
2.3.1.1 Bismuth Oxide
One of the promising non-titania based visible-light-driven metal oxide photocat-
alyst is Bismuth (III) Oxide. They have been applied in many applications such as
in solid oxide fuel cells, gas sensors, ceramic glasses manufacture, optical coatings
and catalysts as mentioned previously because of their outstanding inherent prop-
erties like wide band-gap, photo-conduction, high refractive index, and di-electric
permittivity [75]. Various morphologies of Bi2O3 such as nanowires [75], nanoplates
[76], sub-micrometer rods [77], nanotubes [75], nanofibers [78], 3D hierarchical nano-
superstructures [79], etc. have been synthesized using various approaches. Bismuth
Tri-oxide, commonly called Bismuth Oxide (Bi2O3) is a crystallographic polymorphic
material and about eight modifications of its existence have been reported. Each poly-
morphic structure has unique structure and properties, with different (trans)formation
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2 β - Bi2O3
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Table 2.1: Bismuth (III) Oxide - Structure, polymorphs and formation temperature
Among all these seven configurations, that the most thermodynamically stable
polymorphic form at room temperature happens to be α - phase Bi2O3. Switzer et.
al, reported another stabilized form (δ - Bi2O3) at room temperature by epitaxially
electrodepositing Bi2O3 on a monocrystalline gold substrate from an aqueous solution.
When heated to about 730 ◦C, α - phase Bi2O3 gets transformed into the δ - Bi2O3.
This phase is stable at high temperatures and does not undergo any transformation
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until the melting point of Bi2O3 (824
◦C) [80, 81, 82].
When this δ - Bi2O3 phase undergoes futhermore cooling, it might undergo another
transformation to either γ - phase Bi2O3 (639
◦C) or β - phase Bi2O3 (650 ◦C) based
on the experimental conditions such as impurities and synthesis routes [93]. As this
process involves controlling the growth of impurities and assembly of the crystalline
structure, it is very hard to control the exact phase formation of the polymorphs and
precisely formulated procedures are needed.
Also, γ - (or) β - phase Bi2O3 are metastable phases, that can be stabilized to
exist at room temperatures by doping them with impurities such as Niobium (Nb)
or Tantalum (Ta). If the β - (or) γ - phases are cooled to lower temperatures, they
transform into the α - phase Bi2O3 phase again at approximately around 500
◦C.
Hexagonal phased η - Bi2O3, Orthorhombic structured ε - Bi2O3 and triclinic struc-
tured ω - Bi2O3 are relatively uncommon polymorphs. While η - Bi2O3 is prepared by
a high pressured, slow cooling of α - Bi2O3 from about 880
◦C to room temperature
[92], ε - Bi2O3 and ω - Bi2O3 can be synthesized using hydrothermal synthesis [89]
and a special synthesis treatment at a temperature of 240 ◦C [88] and annealing of
Bi2O3 on a BeO substrate [90] at 800
◦C respectively. A quick illustration of these
temperature details and the corresponding transformations have been given in the
following figure (Figure 2.8).
According to Harwig et. al., [85], the α - Bi2O3 exist in p-type semiconductor state
(with holes as major charge carriers) at room temperature, with a conductivity value
in the range of 10-10– 10-14 Ω-1 cm-1[94], based on the contents of dopants. But in the
temperature range 550 ◦C and 650 ◦C it changes to n-type (with electrons as major
charge carriers) depending on the partial pressure. In case of β - phased, γ - phased
and δ - phased Bi2O3, they exist as oxide ion conductors with activation energies 1.37
eV, 0.98 eV and 0.40 eV respectively [85]. The highest ionic conductivity occurred
was reported with the δ - phase (1 Ω -1 cm -1 at 730 ◦C [95]).
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Figure 2.8: Phase transformation temperatures of more commonly observed Bi2O3
polymorphs; ω-, η- and hexagonal phased Bi2O3 not included [93].
2.3.1.2 Bismuth Oxy-Halides
There has been an increased attention for these Bismuth Oxyhalide materials
mainly because they are two-dimensional structures and hence through their dimen-
sional changes, the physical properties are influenced, thereby useful in tailoring (or)
fine tuning the electronic structures. They are part of the V-VI-VII ternary group




p , where [A = Bismuth (Bi),
Arsenic (As), (or) Antimony (Sb); B = Oxides (O), Sulfides (S), (or) Selenides (Se)
and X = Halides such as Cl, Br, I] belonging to the tetragonal system. The struc-
ture of Bismuth Oxyhalides is known to have a layered, matlockite structure (PbFCl
type structure with SG: P4/nmm) [96]. They contain a layer-like morphology with
[Bi2O2]
2+ slabs found alternative with respect to double (halogen) slabs, which yields
a platelet-like morphology [97, 98].
Two types of binding forces are observed in these compounds - a strong intralayer
bonding in [Bi2O2]
2+and a relatively weak van der Waals forces between the layerlike
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sandwich structures. Based on these binding forces, crystal morphology, structural
anisotrophy and synthesis routes, these Bismuth Oxy-halides (BiOCl, BiOBr, BiOI)
are proven to show several exotic properties (physical and chemical) such as elec-
trical, magnetic, luminescent, mechanical, photocatalytic, optical and photophysical
properties (tunable emission wavelengths and enhanced fluorochrome quantum yields)
[99, 100, 101]. The internal static electric fields between [Bi2O2]
2+ and the anionic
halogen layers are believed to induce the efficient separation of the photogenerated
electron–hole pairs, which favor the photocatalytic activity of the catalysts [102].
2.3.2 Synthesis of Bi-based photocatalysts
The synthesis routes for Bi-based compounds (Oxides and Oxyhalides) can be
broadly categorized into distinct sub-groups based on the approach used to fabricate
the materials:
1. Physical route synthesis
2. Chemical route synthesis
2.3.2.1 Physical route synthesis
This route mainly focuses in deposition or formation of coatings to alter various
physical and chemical properties such as the mechanical, thermal, electrical, magnetic,
optical, oxidation, corrosion and wear resistance properties of the reacting substrates
at atomic (or) sub-atomic levels. These methods provide a number of advantages
when compared to chemical methods. The main advantages over the solutions based
chemical synthesis routes are the shorter processing times and Eco-friendliness, i.e.
the chemical routes usually take much longer times (2 to 12 hours or even more) with
the use of organic solvents that are not Eco-friendly, whereas for physical synthesis
methods, it takes shorter deposition time [103] (a few seconds to 2 hours) for the pro-
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cessing of nanomaterials. Many of these methods do not require any toxic solvents
and/or catalyst free (or) barrier/seed layers for the preparation as they are grown over
the substrate directly. Using these physical synthesis approaches, the local tempera-
ture and reaction time can be easily controlled, thereby yielding a consistent purity,
product morphology and size [104]. The main disadvantage is that these methods re-
quire very high temperatures to control the growth of deposited nanomaterials. Since
the thesis work is more on chemical methods, this portion will be dealt briefly. The
commonly used physical deposition techniques include Chemical Vapor Deposition,
Laser ablation, Metal Vapor Transport and so on.
Moniz and group worked on the preferential growth of β - and γ - phases during
the Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) of nanocrystalline Bi2O3
and a further UV-irradiated photodegradation of water into oxygen [105]. Li et al.
reported a two step process [75] for the preparation of Bi/Bi2O3 core–shell nanotubes
by an initial slow oxidation to convert Bi nanowires into Bi/Bi2O3 and then oxidizing
the obtained nanowire in AAM (anodic alumina membrane). Also, α-phased Bi2O3
nanoparticles have been produced by femto-second laser ablation method in the pres-
ence of ethanol at room temperature, which efficiently decomposed indigo carmine
under LED irradiation [106].
Bismuth/Bismuth oxide nanowires and nanoflowers were synthesized by a metal
vapor transport technique with controlled flow of oxygen and consistent working
pressures [107]. Similarly, a Chemical Vapor Transport of was followed to grow
high-quality BiOCl nanostructures on various substrates by thermal evaporation of
a AuCl3/Bi mixture or BiCl3 at low-temperature (250
◦C). Via this approach, a va-
riety of morphologies including nanowires, nanobelts, nanoflowers, nanoflakes, and
platelets of the BiOCl were prepared [100].
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2.3.2.2 Chemical route synthesis
As the name suggests, this route employs the use of solutions based approach to
synthesize nano- and micro-structures because they are simple, convenient and easy-
to-produce. Chemical methods have more precision in controlling of particle size,
chemical stoichiometry, purity and morphology than physical methods. The chemical
route synthesis provides elements miscibility at an atomic level [108], exceptional
yield [109], reduced diffusion path down to nanoscales (by decreasing the grain size
and increasing the grain boundaries) and, as a result, requires lower synthesizing
temperatures than by the other routes and enhanced photocatalytic efficiencies [110].
It allows for control over controlled stoichiometry, chemical homogeneity, and al-
lows formation of various morphologies, thereby used extensively in composite materi-
als synthesis [111]. The disadvantages of this route lie in its cost, prolonged processing
times, and presence of impurities (like residual carbon). Some of the commonly used
chemical methods are briefed below.
Hydrothermal/Solvothermal methods:
Hydrothermal synthesis is defined as the method by which chemical reactions are
carried out in heated solutions heated at high temperatures, sealed inside air-tight
containers such as Teflon autoclaves and maintained above ambient temperature and
pressure for a given number of hours. Solvothermal synthesis is almost the same as the
hydrothermal method, except the precursor solution is mostly non-aqueous to make
the reaction a little milder (not necessarily all the times). Occasionally, microwave-
assisted solvothermal synthesis methods have also been used. According to Feng [112],
hydrothermal synthesis is one of the key chemical route synthesis used to prepare
various materials such as porous micro-crystals, super-ionic conductors, oxides for
sensor applications, conducting materials with distinct electronic structures, magnetic
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materials, luminescent phosphors and so on. The typically observed precursors for the
Bismuth based materials would be using Bi(NO3)3·5H2O and Bi(OH)3. Hydrothermal
treatment is the most widely used treatment for the preparation for the Bismuth based
materials. Yang et al. reported non-agglomerated mono-clinic structured Bismuth
Oxide needles based on the hydrothermal method [113]. They had used Bi(OH)3
as the precursor in an alkaline solution and heated it to 120 ◦C for about 5 hours.
Another two step approach has been incorporated to synthesize Bi2O3 nanowires - the
first step involving Bi2O(OH)SO4 formation (using Bi(NO3)3·5H2O and Na2SO4) and
the second step is the actual hydrothermal reaction between Bi2O(OH)SO4 and NaOH
at 120 ◦C for 12 hours. This showed notable photocatalytic activities towards azo dyes
under visible light [114]. Ternary, complex bismuth oxyhalides [115] with nanobelts
and nanotubes morphologies have been reported to be produced from hydrothermal
reduction method.
Composite Bismuth Oxides such as Bi2WO6 and Bi2MoO6 have been fabricated
by a microwave assisted solvothermal method [116, 117] with the starting material
being Bi(NO3)3·5H2O. One-pot solvothermal synthesis was proposed by Zhang et al.
[118], for the preparation of BiOX (X = Cl, Br, I) nanopowders for the photocat-
alytic activity against Methyl Orange (good visible light photoactivity for BiOX and
especially for BiOI, excellent photoreactivity was observed for both UV and visible
light irradiation).
Sol-gel methods:
This is a liquid phased, bottom-up approach wherein a gel-like oxide network
(colloid) is formed through a set of hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions of
molecular precursor(s) in the liquid. The precursor solution (otherwise called sol)
gradually evolves to form the gel (oxide network) with dual phases (liquid and a
solid). The colloids are then dried (removal of liquid phase), dehydrated at high tem-
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peratures (removal of M-OH groups and stabilizing against rehydration), densified
and decomposed (removal of any remaining organics) [119]. The common precursors
used for these processes are Bismuth Alkoxides and Bismuth salts (like Bismuth Chlo-
rides, Bismuth Nitrates and Bismuth Acetates). Various phases and morphologies
of Bi2O3 were identified during the modified sol-gel process conducted by Gotic et al.,
[120] based on esterification reaction. Thin Bismuth Oxide films prepared by Weidong
and Xiaohong, using the this method also showed different phase that led to different
rates of photodecomposition of a textile pollutant [21, 121]. Photoactive, complex
Bismuth Oxides like Bismuth Vanadate (BiVO4) [122], Bismuth Sodium Titanate
((Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3) [123], Bismuth Niobate (Bi3NbO7) [124] were also synthesized
from the sol-gel approach. Bismuth oxy-bromide (Precursors: bismuth nitrate and
cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) prepared by this approach removed NO in indoor
air efficiently with the help of visible light [125]. Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO)
template assisted sol-gel method was used to prepare BiOCl nanowire arrays which
were then used to remove the Rhodamine-B under UV-irradiation [126].
Micro-emulsion methods:
A micro-emulsion is a thermodynamically stable dispersion of two, fine immiscible
liquid droplets (like oil and water) in an aqueous solution, usually separated using a
film at the interface of surfactant molecules. Various types of microemulsions such as
Oil/Water micro-emulsion, Water/Oil micro-emulsions etc are used. Being one of the
basic methods in nanomaterials preparation, this method has been exploited in the
preparation of metal/metal oxides, semiconductors and alloys, quantum dots, nano-
polymer particles (latexes), core-shell nanoparticles. Surface modified Bismuth
Oxide nanoparticles were prepared by micro-emulsion methods by Dong et al.. [127].
Bismuth vanadate (BiVO4) of monoclinic phase, synthesized using Bi(NO3)3·5H2O
and NH4VO3 was reported to be photocatalytically active and this process has re-
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sulted in a reduction of the calcination temperature and the particle size [128]. Bis-
muth Oxyhalides were prepared using reverse micro-emulsion process yielded particle
sizes ranging from 3 to 22 nm and a possibility to change the band gap.
Electrospinning:
According to a study on “An Introduction to Electrospinning And Nanofibers”
by Ramakrishna, Nanofibers are one dimensional nanomaterials (essentially fibers
of diameter below 1000nm) just like their geometrical counterparts, nanotubes and
nanorods. However owing to their flexible nature, they can be considered as zero
dimensional globular molecules, (or) a two dimensional solid or liquid films. Though
there are many other processing routes (Drawing, Template synthesis, Phase separa-
tion, and Self-assembly), Electrospinning is the most popular and widely employed
for its simplicity, convenience of processing, straightforward approach, scalability, re-
peatability and control on fiber dimensions [129]. A simple electrospinning machine
setup has the following components [130] (Figure 2.9):
 A syringe pump
 A high voltage power supply
 A polymer solution and
 An earth-grounded collector
The polymer solution is sent via the syringe through a finely-ground needle (with
blunt tip), and an electric voltage is applied to the electrodes. There needs to be a
minimal distance (distance between the electrodes) that has to be maintained and
only above a certain threshold value of applied potential is crossed, the electrostatic
forces will overcome the polymer solution’s surface tension to initiate a polymer jet
stream. The polymer jet stream is then passed on to the collector but the stream
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experiences elongation followed by the evaporation of nanofibers, thereby resulting in
a jet solidification.
Figure 2.9: A simple schematic for the electrospinning with rotating drum type col-
lector. Adapted from [130].
The solidified jet stream then starts to move out in a random manner beyond
a certain distance from the spinneret needle. This phenomenon is called bending
instability. After the onset of the movement of jet stream, the ultra-thin nanofibers
starts to get collected in the collector in a random alignment [131].
Controlling morphology is the key to many applications that involve nano-materials.
In the context of electrospinning, controlling the morphology of nanofibers is usually
done by suitable selection of collector type[132] and spinneret design as they affect
the alignment and size of the nanofibers. According to Teo and Ramakrishna [133],
there are many collector designs (shown in Figure 2.10) and each collector is distinct
in its own strengths and limitations. The default collector type is flat-plate, which
yield random fibers and is commonly used for preliminary analysis. The drum type
collector which gives both random (at lower velocities of the drum speed) and aligned
fibers (at high velocities), is used for a larger yield (also called as reaction yield, the
total amount of resultant product obtained as a result of a chemical reaction).
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The rotating drum (Figure 2.10 (B)) is similar to the drum-type collector except
that it gives out highly aligned fibers, but facilitates only a thin layer of fiber deposi-
tion. Figure 2.10 (C) shows a drum collector with wire wound up on it. This setup is
useful for getting highly aligned nanofibers with adjustable area of aligned fibers (by
varying wire thickness). The parallel electrode collector setup results in transferable
highly aligned fibers. With the rotating disc collectors, it is possible to get a single
streak of nanofiber as well as a bundle of highly aligned nanofibers as all the fibers
get deposited right on the edge of the disc and with the knife edge collector, thicker
layer of deposition is possible too.
Figure 2.10: Schematic diagrams of various collectors for aligned electrospun fibers:
(A) rotating drum, (B) rotating wire drum, (C) rotating drum with wire, (D) parallel
electrodes, (E) rotating disk, (F) knife-edge electrode, and (G) auxiliary electrode
[132].
By using an auxiliary electrode (negative) as shown in Figure 2.10 (G), and by
applying an electric field of controlled geometry and magnitude, it is possible to ob-
tain highly aligned electrospun microfibers, nanofibers and pseudo-woven mats [134].
Apart from the collector designs and the primary parameters such as flow rate, ap-
plied potential and the collector distance, there are several other factors that influence
the particle size, morphology and properties of the nanofibers as listed in Table 2.2.
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Process Parameters Effect on fiber morphology
Viscosity/concentration
Concentration/viscosity∝ 1Defects
Lower levels of concentration and viscosity yielded
more defects in the form of beads and junctions;
Increasing concentration/viscosity reduced the defects
Concentration/viscosity ∝ Fiber diameter




Increasing the conductivity aided in the production of
uniform bead-free fibers
Conductivity∝ 1Fiber Size
Higher conductivities yielded smaller fibers in general
(exceptions were PAA and polyamide-6)
Polymer molecular weight
Molecular weight∝ 1Beads




Successful spinning occurred in solvents with a high
dielectric constant
Flow rate
Lower flow rates yielded fibers with smaller diameters;
High flow rates produced fibers that were not dry upon
reaching the collector
Field strength/voltage
At too high voltage, beading was observed
Correlation between voltage and fiber diameter was
ambiguous
Distance between tip and
collector
A minimum distance was required to obtain dried
fibers;
At distance either too close or too far, beading was
observed.
Fiber morphology
Smooth fibers resulted from metal collectors;
Aligned fibers were obtained using a conductive frame,
rotating drum, or a wheel-like bobbin collector;
Yarns and braided fibers were also obtained
Ambient parameters
Increased temperature caused a decrease in solution
viscosity, resulting in smaller fibers
Increasing humidity resulted in the appearance of
circular pores on the fibers
Table 2.2: Factors that affect the electrospinning process and fiber morphology [130].
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Electrospinning has been widely used for many applications such as photovoltaics,
photocatalysis, sensors, medical and industrial applications, filtration methods, etc
[135]. For photocatalysis, due to a large number of features that can be controlled,
it is easier to precisely control or rather fine-tune the physical properties beneficial
for the photo-oxidative reactions. Many works have been published on photocatalytic
activity of electrospun nanofibrous photocatalytic materials. But to our knowledge,
only few work has been done on electrospinning for the synthesis of Bismuth based
photocatalytic materials (especially Bismuth (III) Oxide and Bismuth Oxyhalides).
Wang and his group reported highly photoactive Bi2O3 and BiOCl nanofibers using
the electrospinning method. The resulting fibers were shown to degrade Rhodamine
blue (RhB) under UV-light efficiently. The calcination temperature greatly affects the
extent to which the material can degrade [78, 55]. β-Bi2O3 nanofiber mats with high
specific surface area were electrospun using Bi(NO3)3·5H2O as a starting material and
subsequently calcined.
When this mesoporous material is templated with a diblock copolymer KLE, it
exhibited better photocatalysis than the KLE-templated anatase [136]. Few works
have been reported on ternary Bismuth based complex oxides and doped materials via
electrospinning. Bi4Ti3O12 nanofibers of diameters 50–100 nm had a porous structure
with inter-linked nanoparticulates of 30–50 nm in size [72]. Owing to their nanoscaled
grain sizes, they exhibited good photolytic activity of rhodamine B under visible
light and they could be reclaimed easily after the process . Other Bismuth based
electrospun photocatalysts are Bi3.15Nd0.85Ti3O12 (BNT) [137], BiFeO3 [138]etc.,
The following table (Table 2.3) gives a short overview of some of the synthesis











































































Table 2.3: Synthesis and photocatalytic ability of Bismuth Oxy Compounds [139].
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2.4 Dye Selection
Organic chemical compounds in aquatic ecosystem pose major concerns to the
environment:
1. Depletion of Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
2. Dissolved Organic Materials (both natural and synthetic substances)
In case of biologically resistant organic substances (or) recalcitrant materials, the
depletion of Dissolved Oxygen may not be a major, immediate issue as this phe-
nomenon usually occur at deep water levels where the biological communities normally
grow or reproduce at a slower pace. Only in very rare occurrences of aquatic hypoxic
(or) oxygen-void zones (where O2 levels are lesser than 2 ppm), the level of oxygen is
not enough to support the survival of the organisms. On the other hand, the chemical
toxicity of recalcitrants cannot be ignored so easily as they pose a rather immediate
threat to the sustenance of lives and ecosystem. Chemical eﬄuents from industries,
especially the draining of dyes from textile industries onto the water streams have
posed a serious threat to the aquatic lives as they induce chemical toxicity into the
waterstreams.
Anthracenes, one of the highly toxic carcinogenic agents, Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAHs), can be sub-classified as Anthraquinone and Naphthoquinone,
which is the starting compound for commonly used dyes such as as Alizarin Red S
(1,2-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinonesulfonic acid monosodium salt) [140]. Alizarin Red
Sulfonate (ARS), a synthetic dye (Natural dye: Alizarin from Madder plant) from the
anthraquinone family was selected as the target organic pollutant [141]. The structure
of the Alizarin Red is shown in Figure 2.11 below.
ARS is classified as one of the lethal recalcitrant organic compounds present in
the aquatic environments that cannot be degraded so easily by the usual wastewater
treatments due to its three complex aromatic rings.
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Figure 2.11: Molecular structure of Alizarin Red S
They require strong external agents (oxidants) or photodegrading materials to
break down the otherwise biologically refractory material. These dyes are exten-
sively used in biological applications (detection of many biological species such as
yeasts, bacteria, micro-organisms and treatments), staining applications (bio-assaying
agents), industrial applications (majorly in textile industries as coloring agents - one
of the primary sources of water pollution), etc. [142]
SNo Property Description




2 Other Common Name Mordant Red
3 Molecular Formula C14H7NaO7S
4 Molecular Weight 342.26
5 Physical Form Powder
6 Appearance (Color) Orange-yellow
7 Melting Point 287–289 ◦C
8 pH 3.5–6.5 and 9.4–12.0




Table 2.4: Properties of Alizarin Red - Overview [142].
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the photo-oxidation processes, specifically, het-
erogeneous photocatalysis and its mechanisms in detail. The various factors affecting
the photocatalysis process have also been discussed. We have then moved on to ex-
plain the proposed photocatalysts under study, i.e. Bismuth Oxide, Bismuth Oxy
Chloride, Bismuth Oxy Bromide, and Bismuth Oxy Iodide - their structures and syn-
thesizing techniques. The last part of this chapter includes the experimental setup,
the process used, its parameters and the organic dye used to analyze the photodegra-
dation characteristics. The primary synthesis procedure of interest in this study is
Electrospinning. In the following chapter, the precursor(s) used, experimental set-ups




3.1 Reagents and Apparatus
The chemicals and apparatus employed in this master thesis project are summa-
rized in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively. All the chemicals were used as received
without any further purification.
The apparatus used for the synthesis and the characterization have been dis-
cussed in the following table - Table 3.2 as follows:
3.2 Electrospinning of Bismuth Oxide based Pho-
tocatalysts
Electrospinning is a pretty simple and straightforward approach to fabricate
nanofibers and so this method has been a research interest for the synthesis of many
other inorganic oxide nanofibers. In this work, Bi2O3 and BiOX (where X = Cl, Br,
and I) nanofibers are prepared using electrospinning with precursor mixtures of PAN
+ Bi(NO3)3, PAN + BiCl3, PAN + BiBr3, PAN + BiI3 followed by careful sintering
of the electrospun polymer-inorganic composite fibers at 500 ◦C for 5 hours. The as-
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S.No. Chemicals Grade Supplier









4 Bismuth (III) Iodide 99% Sigma Aldrich
5 Poly Acrylo Nitrile
(PAN)




99.8%, GC Grade Sigma Aldrich
7 Alizarin Red S Mw (342.26 g/mol) Sigma Aldrich
8 Methanol Mw (32.04 g/mol) Merck
Table 3.1: Reagents and Chemicals used
prepared nanofibers on careful sintering are then taken for further characterization.
This electrospinning is done with the use of the electrospinning machine, Nanon-01A
(shown in Figure 3.1). The process is semi-automated and the process parameters
(flow rate, spinneret width, drum rotation speed, applied voltage, etc.) are set using
the controller located at the right side of the machine. A drum collector is used for
the deposition of nanofibers with a controlled alignment.
The materials used for the electrospinning process were Poly Acrylo Nitrile (PAN)
[Mw (150,000 Da); Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., St. Louis, U.S.], N,N-
Dimethylformamide (DMF) [99.8%, GC Grade; Sigma AldrichChemical Company,
Inc., St. Louis, U.S.], Bismuth (III) Nitrate Pentahydrate, [98%, Sigma Aldrich-
Chemical Company, Inc., St. Louis, U.S.], Bismuth (III) Chloride [98%, Sigma
AldrichChemical Company, Inc., St. Louis, U.S.], Bismuth (III) Bromide [98%, Sigma
AldrichChemical Company, Inc., St. Louis, U.S.], and Bismuth (III) Iodide [99%,
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S.No. Apparatus Model (or)
Specification
Manufacturer
1 Syringe 10mL Becton Dickinson,
BD, N.J, U.S.









Quanta 200F FEI, Oregon, U.S.












8 Hot Plate and
Magnetic Stirrer





Table 3.2: Apparatus and Materials employed
Sigma AldrichChemical Company, Inc., St. Louis, U.S.].
The fiber deposition parameters (flow rate, applied voltage, drum rotation speed,
etc.) were optimized until uniform nanofibers without bead formation was obtained.
The flow rate was maintained to 0.5 mL/hr (for Bi2O3) and 1.0 mL/hr (for BiOX).
For the preparation of Bi2O3 nanofibers, a PAN solution of about 10.0 wt.% was
initially prepared by dissolving PAN powder in N,N-dimethyl formamide and it was
left for stirring for about 2 hours. After a reasonably miscible solution is obtained,
Bi(NO3)3 (2.5% w/v) was then added to the already miscible PAN solution, followed
by vigorous stirring at room temperature for 12 hrs to form a clear, homogeneous
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Figure 3.1: Electrospinning machine setup - Model: Nanon-01A
Figure 3.2: Working principle with the schematic of drum collector
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viscous solution. This process was then repeated to various concentrations of the
Bi(NO3)3 (5%, 7.5% and 10% w/v).
On the other hand, for the preparation of BiOX (X = Cl, Br, and I) nanofibers
also, a similar procedure is to be followed. Except that when a reasonably miscible
solution is obtained, 1% BiX3 (X = Cl, Br, and I) was then added to the as-prepared
miscible solution of PAN, followed by vigorous stirring at room temperature for 12
hrs to form a clear, homogeneous viscous solution. This process was then repeated
to various concentrations of the BiX3 (2%, 3% and 4% w/v).
The polymer solution was then loaded into a 10 mL syringe (Becton Dickinson,
BD, N.J, U.S.) equipped with 21 G 1/2” gauge needle. Before the electrospinning
process, the spinneret needle was first ground finely to remove the sharp edge and to
achieve a flat tip, using a surface grinder in order to obtain uniform and continuous
nanofibers. Flow rate was maintained throughout the process using the controller
setup (Figure 3.1) and the distance between the electrodes (needle-tip and the col-
lector) was maintained at about 10 cm. A piece of flat aluminum foil was wrapped
around the drum collector to collect the deposited fibers.
The applied electric voltage between the drum collector and the needle tip was
20kV and and the humidity level inside the electrospinning chamber was maintained
at approximately 50%. The as-spun material collected on the foil was annealed at
500 ◦C for 5 hours with a ramp rate of about 5 ◦C/min in air. The uniform and
continuous nanofibers break down into unique nanostructures (based on the precursors
used) during the sintering process due to the decomposition of PAN. The electrospun
nanofibers were later vacuum-dried so as to completely remove any residual solvent
present. The sintered material was subsequently characterized by spectroscopy and
microscopy.
Each experiment was repeated for five times to check for consistency. Values
were averaged and expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). The diameter of
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nanofibers was calculated from 5 SEM images by randomly selecting 10 fibers from
each SEM image. Differences were considered statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05.
3.3 Characterization
3.3.1 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy has been the frequently used surface imaging technique for
probing the surface features of nano-materials. When an electron beam is made
to hit over a sample, the interaction between the electron and surface can produce
various products such as back-scattered electrons (BSE), secondary electrons (SE),
auger electrons, X-rays, cathodoluminescence and some unscattered electrons, which
are selectively chosen, collected by the detectors and combined to generate surface
images. The back scattered electrons emit a signal which is composed of elastically
scattered, high energy incident electrons and is sensitive to atomic composition of the
sample since heavier elements scatter more efficiently.
This behaviour results in a contrast of the image based on the chemical compo-
sition of the sample, which is employed to analyse the surface characteristics. Other
electrons that involve inelastic scattering transfer energy to the atoms in the sample.
These excited atoms emit the lower energy secondary electrons. The signal from sec-
ondary electrons can generate high resolution images with topographical details but
it is sensitive to surface charging. Therefore, insulating samples are harder to image
with secondary electrons. The two most widely used electron microscopy methods are
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
3.3.1.1 Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
The Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) also uses a con-
densed, accelerated beam of electrons to focus on the sample. The electron beam
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when hitting the specimen, produces secondary and back-scattered electrons. Sec-
ondary electrons emitted from the sample are collected to create an area map of
the emissions. Since the intensity of secondary emission is very dependent on local
morphology, the area map is essentially the magnified image of the sample. The sur-
face characterization was done using the FESEM (Quanta 200F, FEI, Oregon, U.S.).
Prior to which the samples were gold coated (JEOL JFC-1200 fine coater, Japan).
The mean diameter, average thickness and the surface dimensions of the final products
(nanofibers and sintered materials) were measured using a software named Rasmus.
3.3.1.2 Transmission electron microscope (TEM)
Prior to the TEM measurements, the sample was dispersed in distilled water un-
der sonication for about 30 mins and a drop of this suspension was added to dry on
a carbon-coated copper grid. In the operation of Transmission Electron Microscopy,
an electron beam is made to focus on the sample and part of the electron beam is
transmitted from the specimen. This transmitted portion of electrons is focused by
the objective lens into an image and the image is passed down through subsequently
bigger lenses and a projector lens, thereby giving an enlarged image. In the experi-
ment, the TEM was used to characterize the morphology of the synthesized particles
and the TEM images were obtained on a JEOL JEM-2010F Transmission Electron
Microscope, operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
3.3.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is a semi quantitative method deter-
mined based on the photo-electric effect. When a monochromatic (X-ray) incident
beam of known energy impinges on the atoms of specimen, the electrons from the in-
ner shells are ejected and the energy of the ejected electrons henceforth is measured.
The difference between the energy of the incident X-ray beam and the ejected elec-
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trons gives the binding energy of the electron to the atom. Since this binding energy
of the emitted electron is a characteristic feature of the energy of electronic orbit and
the element, this is used to identify the element(s) present in the sample.
Also, the chemical state of the atom affects the binding energy to a high extent
giving rise to some chemical shift(s), which can be further used to identify the valence
of the atom and its chemical form. For this study, the XPS spectra were obtained
using Kratos AXIS UltraDLD (Kratos Analytical Ltd., U.K.) with a Mono Al Kα X-
ray source (hν = 1486.71 eV protons), operated at 15 kV and 5 mA. The pressure
in the analysis chamber was maintained at 5 × 10-9 torr during each measurement.
In charge-up correction, the calibration of binding energy (BE) of the spectra was
referenced to the C 1s electron bond energy corresponding to graphitic carbon at
284.6 eV.
3.4 Evaluation of photocatalytic activity
A suspension of the nanofibrous photocatalyst and an aqueous Alizarin Red S
solution (ARS) solution was prepared. The dye solution was prepared by dissolving
50 mg of Alizarin Red (Aldrich, Germany) powder in 50 mL of de-ionized water. The
suspension was ultrasonicated for 30 min to obtain a good dispersion and establish
adsorption–desorption equilibrium between the organic molecules and the catalyst
surface. Initial concentration (Co) of the dye is measured before being exposed to
the UV-irradiation. Later the dispersion is placed in such a way that it is com-
pletely surrounded by the light source (a conventional UV lamp was used as the light
source). Decreases in the concentrations of dyes were analyzed by a UV–Vis spec-
trophotometer, of model: Shimadzu UV3600 (spectral resolution of 1 nm). Then, at
given intervals of illumination, the samples of the reaction solution were taken out
and absorption spectra were analyzed.
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Chapter 4





The limitation of TiO2 of the small particle size is overcome by the Bismuth based
nanomaterials (Bi2O3 and BiOX) which have relatively large grain sizes. But having
large grain sizes, these suffer from other shortcomings such as longer migration dis-
tances for the photoelectron–hole pair which negatively affects anion mobility, smaller
specific surface areas [143], and an increase in the recombination of the electron–hole
pairs [144] which adversely affect the photocatalytic activities. But this limitations
was reported to have been overcome when the grain sizes are reduced from micro to
nano scales which results in a dramatic increase of the anion mobility [143]. This in
turn increases the photocatalytic ability to a considerable amount.
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Even though this aspect of photocatalysis has been improved by the rectification
measures as mentioned before, the use of these nanoparticles is limited, because the
suspended particulate photocatalysts might get lost and cannot be easily reclaimed in
the process of photocatalytic reaction and separation, and may again cause pollution
to the treated water [55]. To overcome this obstacle, another class of nonstructural
materials, nanofibers are viewed as better alternatives for the applications because
they offer similar supreme photocatalytic properties but with favorable recycling char-
acteristics.
In addition, the other advantages include homogeneity of the precursors down to
a molecular level, processing at ambient conditions, readiness for the production of
the nanofibers, 3D open structure, form flexibility, larger specific surface areas, scal-
ability, and reusability. Electrospun nanofibrous materials were discovered to show
unique properties tailored made for applications as catalysts. Bismuth based semi-
conductor photocatalysts with high photocatalytic efficiency and selectivity towards
various textile dyes such as Rhodamine B, Methyl Orange, Congo red, etc. fabri-
cated by this facile approach have been reported [136, 78, 55], fully demonstrating
the feasibility and simplicity of this technique. As mentioned previously, a simple
set of precursors are used to fabricate the proposed set of nanofibers, which makes
it a two-step simplified process (Electrospinning using the precursors and subsequent
calcination of the as-synthesized fibers).
In the present work, the photocatalytic activity of Bismuth Oxide based nanofibers
(Bi2O3, BiOCl, BiOBr, BiOI) at different precursor concentrations are prepared and
the conditions that offered best photocatalytic activity for the given dye material
(ARS) were identified. In this section, the characterization results are analyzed and
the results are summarized. We will discuss in detail about the surface characteriza-
tion techniques such as SEM & TEM, and then move on to XPS spectrum analysis
for the materials.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Preparation of Nanofibers
Bismuth Oxides and Bismuth Oxyhalides can be synthesized from different start-
ing materials (Bismuth nitrates, carbonates, chlorides and other halides, etc.). In this
experiment, Bismuth Oxide is prepared using Bismuthyl nitrate salts and the Bismuth
Oxides are prepared using the respective trihalide salts. Bismuth oxide [precursor:
PAN + Bi(NO3)3] and Oxyhalides [precursors: PAN + BiCl3, PAN + BiBr3, PAN +
BiI3] are prepared by a facile electrospinning technique and subsequent calcination of
the precursor. Accordingly, decomposition of Bi(NO3)3 and BiBr3 at 500
◦C led to
slightly yellow Bi2O3 and BiOBr respectively, while that of BiCl3, and BiI3 yielded a
relatively white and orange products respectively. The calcination temperature was
set to 500 ◦C for five hours for the as-electrospun polymer/ inorganic composite fibers,
because as the temperature got higher, thinning of fibers were observed, leading to
lesser surface area (active sites) for photocatalysis. Also if the temperature is kept too
low, decomposition of PAN was not observed, leading to polymer/inorganic composite
mixture to remain as such.
As discussed in the literature, it is widely known that the morphology and the
crystallinity of the nano-photocatalysts are two key properties influencing the pho-
tocatalytic activity. The more crystalline the sample gets, the smaller is the amount
of defects in it. The defects assist in the undesirable properties for photocatalysis -
trapping and recombination of photo induced electron-hole pairs, resulting in a dra-
matic decrease in photocatalytic activity of the material. And so, naturally a higher
degree of crystallinity is desirable and essential for photocatalysts. Additionally the
sheet/stacks-like morphology has more active photocatalytic sites than other exist-
ing morphologies, which in turn means that a higher adsorbance and photocatalytic
degradation are possible.
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SEM, TEM and XPS were used to investigate the crystal structure and morphol-
ogy of the as-prepared samples. The SEM images of the samples shown in figures
displayed below show various morphologies for each material including nanosheets,
nanopetals, nanoplatelets, and so on with varying thicknesses. The crystallite sizes
were in the range of several hundred nanometers to a few micrometers. By adjusting
the right concentration and tweaking the reaction conditions, the particles got thinner
(sheet like morphology was observed for some materials) with larger surfaces which
are effective for the dye molecule adsorption.
The XPS patterns of Bi2O3 and BiOX (X = Cl, Br, and I) are also shown, which
displays similar results in terms with the literature produced so far.
4.2.2 Surface Characterization
4.2.2.1 Bi2O3
The SEM images taken for different precursor concentration samples are shown in
Figure 4.1. It can be clearly seen that the sample is made of randomly oriented fibers
that have smooth and uniform textured surface because of the amorphous nature of
the PAN/Bi(NO3)3 composite micro/nanofibers. The mean diameters were found to
be 571.4nm, 1.081µm, 599.8nm and 509.8nm for samples in Figure 4.1 (a), (b), (c)
and (d) respectively. On sintering, the smooth textured fiber morphology change to
a porous morphology comprising of a linkage of nanorods (linked nanoparticles or
nanocrystallites) lumped together. At a few places, due to the complete decomposi-
tion of the polymer, the fiber/nanorod structure is lost and more like a 2D structure
is observed (Figure 4.2 (b)). Through SEM micrographs, it is also observed that
the nanofibers are of diameters ranging from 40nm to a few hundred nanometers.
Amongst the four precursor concentration used (2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10% w/v), the
fibers were observed to be more porous and having a relatively high surface area for
the concentration of 5%.
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Figure 4.1: Bi2O3 nanofibers - Before sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a) x
= 2.5%, (b) x = 5%, (c) x = 7.5%, (d) x = 10% (w/v)
The Bismuth Oxide nanofibers exhibit shrinkage resulting from the decomposition
of PAN and the removal of the nitrate content of Bi(NO3)3 owing to the sintering
at high temperatures. After the calcination, as the concentration increases, thinning
of the fibers was observed. In other words, as the concentration from 2.5% tended
to near 10% (respectively from Figure 4.2 (a) to (b) and then to (c) & (d)), the
surface area got lower respectively. According to Sohnel et al., if the growth rate is
pronouncedly anisotropic, elongated shapes such as needles, rods and plates may be
formed [145]. Hence the nanorod linked crystallite morphology can be attributed to
an anisotropic growth rate of the Bismuth Oxide nanofibers. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the
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bright field TEM image of the structure of the specimen with an average grain size
of 400 nm.
Figure 4.2: Bi2O3 nanofibers - After sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a) x
= 2.5%, (b) x = 5%, (c) x = 7.5%, (d) x = 10% (w/v) [Inset shows the magnified
portion of a fiber]
4.2.2.2 BiOCl
The morphology of the BiOCl sample as examined by the field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) shows rough textured nanofibrous morphology for the
as-synthesized nanofibers (Figure 4.3), whereas after calcination for 5 hours to about
500 ◦C, nanoplatelets were observed. According to Huang, S.Ramakrishna et al.,
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with the increase of the electrical potential the resulting nanofibers became rougher
[135]. It has been reported for some nanofibers that longer polymerization time also
led to the formation of polymer clusters and particles on the surface of nanofibers,
making the surface rougher [146]. Hence, the surface roughness maybe attributed
to the polymerization time of the precursor (which was about 12 hrs) and electrical
charge applied (20kV). From Figure 4.3 (a), Figure 4.3 (b), Figure 4.3 (c), and Figure
4.3 (d), the mean diameters of the fibers were found to be 1.10µm, 846.5nm, 769.4nm
and 978.33nm.
Figure 4.3: BiOCl nanofibers - Before sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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Figure 4.4 shows the BiOCl sample after calcination to 500 ◦C for 5 hours. While
concentrations at 1% and 2% show more not-so well defined structure, concentrations
of 3% and 4% (w/v) show more like anisotropic dimensions of the nanoplatelets, with
the largest dimension averaging to a few µm. As can be seen in Figure 4.4 (c) & (d),
a unique nano-stack morphology with an average thickness 700-800 nm was observed,
consisting of a lot of thin sheets. The high magnification FESEM image showed that
in Figure 4.4., the nanosheets seem to be collocated next to each other.
Figure 4.4: BiOCl nanofibers - After sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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All platelets were uniformly distributed within the scanning range. These platelets
were distributed on the substrate, parallel to the substrate surface. The nanosheets
were nearly of the same heights (unclear in Figure 4.4 (a) & (b) due to their merg-
ing nature), with lengths and widths ranging to about 12-15 µm. From the TEM
Micrograph, several nanosheets can be observed as in Figure 4.9 (b).
4.2.2.3 BiOBr
Before sintering, the nanofibers exhibited more uniform and randomly aligned
structure with uniform diameter throughout. The as-spun nanofibers are shown in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: BiOBr nanofibers - Before sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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The mean diameters were found to be 840.17 nm, 685.5nm, 731.71nm and 876.12nm
respectively for the concentrations at x=1%, 2%, 3% and 4% (as shown in 4.5(a),
4.5(b), 4.5(c), 4.5(d)). But as they are sintered subsequently, these fibers at 500 ◦C
(5 ◦C min-1 ) led to crystallization of nanocrystallites (with a thickness as low as 90 -
200 nm was observed) and removal of polymer precursor, resulting in a rough surfaced
nano-petals interconnected to form a fibrous morphology.
Figure 4.6: BiOBr nanofibers - After sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
The individual nano-petals were comprised of thin nano-sheets that are randomly
arranged. There is a clear transition from smooth, amorphous as-spun nanofibers
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to relatively rougher polycrystalline nanofibers after sintering. Sintered nanofibers
are composed of uniformly sized fibers with rough structure, which exhibits polycrys-
tallinity in random orientation with an average crystallite heights and widths to 4-6
µm.
At lower concentrations (at 1% and 2%) as shown in Figure 4.6 (a) & (b), the
nano-petal morphology was not so prominently observed but rather the nanosheets
got interwoven with each other resulting in pockets of many large micropores. These
large mesopores formed between stacked nanosheets could be associated with increase
in pore volume [147]. The petals like morphology starts to form and it got more
pronounced when the concentration was increased to 3%.
Finally at the precursor concentration of about 4%, the width of the nanosheets
in the petals started to shrink and nanofibrous morphology was lost with a more
uniform distribution of nanosheets along the surface. The surface roughness of the
also increased as the concentration of the precursors got higher. The TEM showed
several individual nanosheets and a group of nano-petals as shown in Figure 4.9 (c).
4.2.2.4 BiOI
Figure 4.7, shows the SEM images of the as-synthesized electrospun BiOI nanofiber
mats at different blend compositions with a fixed total solution concentration of about
10 wt% PAN solution in DMF. To obtain smooth, bead-free nanofibers, this content
needed to be maintained to 10%. At all blend compositions considered, the nanofibers
were found to be perfectly uniform and aligned with slightly rough surfaces. The mean
diameters were deduced as 1.01µm, 1.23µm, 1.984µm and 869.17nm for samples in
Figure 4.7 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively.
Figure 4.8 exhibits the SEM micrograph of BiOI that showed a different mor-
phology with anomalous rough textured nanoplatelets, and the sizes of these rounded
nano and microplates were less than 2 µm, whose regular shapes suggest they are of
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crystalline nature. They are found to intersect with each other over various orienta-
tions with the surrounded neighboring nanoplates systematically forming a step-like
feature (as shown in Figure 4.8 (b) & (c)).
Figure 4.7: BiOI nanofibers - Before sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
The diameters of the nanoplatelets are from several hundred nanometers to a few
microns. The low-magnification SEM images confirmed a plate like structure with
a few rod-like structures located alongside. However, on higher magnifications, the
structures were identified to be more like rounded nanoplates stacked perpendicular
to each other, indicating that the previously observed morphology could be deduced
because of the surface analysis.
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Figure 4.8: BiOI Nanofibers - After sintering: Morphology at concentrations (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
As shown in Figure 4.8 (c), the overall FESEM image presents a panoramic mor-
phology of the dispersed nanoplates with thickness in the range of 400–800 nm, in-
dicating that the high yield and uniformity of the BiOI “nanotechtons” [148] can be
prepared by this simple, facile route. Also, the width of each plate got lower compared
to the samples at concentration 1% and 2% (w/v) (as in Figure 4.8 (a) & (b), making
them look more like nanorods than nanoplates. The TEM (Figure 4.9 (d)) reveals a
single rod-shaped nanotechton further confirming the SEM revelations.
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Figure 4.9: TEM Micrographs of (a) Bi2O3, (b) BiOCl, (c) BiOBr, (d) BiOI
4.2.3 Elemental Composition of the surface (XPS)
4.2.3.1 Bi2O3
XPS survey scan of the sintered fibers (Figure 4.10) demonstrated the presence of
Bi, O and C in the as-prepared Bi2O3 nanofibers. Since the polymer PAN has been
degraded completely at 500 ◦C, the C 1s peak located at 284.8 eV in the XPS spectra
is derived from a surface layer of contamination carbon. Here, when the concentration
is of 2.5%, in addition to the surface layer of contaminated carbon at (284.8 eV), we
could see another small peak at 286.5 eV. This C 1s peak could be attributed for the
remnant species associated with groups of PAN, whereas for the other samples, we
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could observe that there no remnants associated with the Binding energy 286.5 eV.
In this case, for all the concentrations, the binding energy peaks for Bi were observed
at 156.6 ± 0.5 eV and 161.8 ± 0.5 eV and could be ascribed to the Bi 4f 7/2 and Bi 4f
5/2 region for Bi2O3 respectively. The shoulders at the higher binding energy side of
the Bi 4f peaks confirm the inevitable bismuth oxide formation. As the concentration
levels are increased, the Binding energy levels shift to a correspondingly higher energy
levels.
Figure 4.10: XPS survey spectrum of the Bi2O3 sample at concentrations (a) x=2.5%,
(b) x=5%, (c) x=7.5% and (d) x=10% (w/v)
4.2.3.2 BiOCl
In Figure 4.11, XPS survey reveals the elemental composition of the BiOCl
nanofibers. In this case as well, the C 1s peak located at 284.8 eV in the XPS
spectra is derived from a surface layer of contamination carbon. Furthermore, the C
1s peak at 286.5 eV for the elementary species linked with the groups of PAN is not
detected, implying that the organic species are removed completely. For every con-
centration, there was a slight shift of the positions of the peaks and they were found
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to be in the range 156.0 ± 0.5 eV and 161.8 ± 0.5 eV. These should be assigned to Bi
4f 7/2 and Bi 4f 5/2 region from the bismuth oxide species, respectively, which were
formed possibly during the sintering process of PAN/BiCl3 precursor in air. Cl 2p
spectrum was a doublet near the 195 eV Binding Energy region (194.2 and 195.8 eV).
The intense doublet was found to have a ∆so value of 1.6 eV, which is a characteristic
feature for Cl= anions, thereby further confirming the presence of Chlorine atoms in
the sample.
Figure 4.11: XPS survey spectrum of the BiOCl sample at concentrations (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
4.2.3.3 BiOBr
The complete XPS survey spectrum is shown in Figure 4.12. The survey XPS
spectrum exhibited that the sample is composed elements of Bi, O, Br and C. In the
high resolution spectrum for Bi, a characteristic Bi 4f portion was revealed along with
the typical 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2 doublet (∆so = 5.3 eV) due to spin–orbit coupling and
the positions of the peaks were in the range 155 - 168 eV and the band shape are in
agreement with the presence of Bi3+ species in a BiOBr network. The spectrum also
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contained bromine in the form of Br= anion, which appeared to have a Br 3d peak in
the range of 65 - 66 eV for various concentrations.
Figure 4.12: XPS survey spectrum of the BiOBr sample at concentrations (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
4.2.3.4 BiOI
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was implemented to investigate the sur-
face elemental composition of the BiOI samples as well and the corresponding survey
spectrum for all the elements, is provided in Figure 4.13. From the figure, Bi,O, I,
and C elements could be seen. It can also be observed that the Spin Orbit Splitting
(SOS) peaks of Bi 4f level is split into two peaks centered at 165.0 and 160.1 eV, which
belong to the Bi 4f 5/2 and Bi 4f 7/2, respectively. By this, the main chemical states
of Bismuth element in the samples are proved to be tri-valent (Bi3+). The Carbon
1s peak at 284.8 eV can be attributed to the adventitious elemental carbon on the
surface of the sample from experimental conditions. From the survey spectrum, the
presence of O 1s peak showed the fitted peak near 530 eV, which was ascribed to the
Bi–O bonds in BiOI.
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Figure 4.13: XPS survey spectrum of the BiOI sample at concentrations (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
Figure 4.14: High Resolution XPS I 3d spectrum at concentrations (a) x=1%, (b)
x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
For all the concentrations, There is only one dominating peak at 619.1eV that can
be found. This shoulder may be due to I3- doping of the polymers by iodine generated.
The high-resolution I 3d 5/2 is shown in Fig. 2.2d. Only for the concentration 4%,
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two very weak shorter peaks were observed at 621 eV, which is attributed to the peak
position of I 3d 5/2 and another peak at 631 eV for I 3d 3/2 (Figure 4.14). From
these short peaks, it can be deduced that iodine atoms get attached via other atoms







After the characterization of the sample, Photocatalytic experiments were carried
out and the photodegradation characteristics of the samples were analyzed. Photocat-
alytic process majorly depends on catalytic concentration, operating pH conditions,
oxidant addition, and initial concentration. This chapter reports the photocatalytic
degradation of a synthetic, textile dye called Alizarin Red S. Four different Bismuth
based photocatalysts (Bi2O3, BiOCl, BiOBr, and BiOI) were used in the photodegra-
dation experiments.
The photocatalytic performance is referred to as the extent of deterioration in
quality, or standard of performance of a functional unit of the complex organic dye.
A comparison of photocatalytic activity for the electrospun nanofibrous products
was drawn out of the analysis. Since the operating parameters are key to effective
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photocatalytic reactions, the analysis and the experiments were carried at optimum
operating conditions previously found from other recent studies in the photoreactor
setup. Before exposing the dispersed solution to UV-irradiation, the suspensions were
first magnetically stirred in the dark for about an hour to establish the proper adsorp-
tion/desorption equilibrium. The dye used for this study is Alizarin Red Sulphonate
(ARS).
The influence of the initial concentration of the solute on the photocatalytic degra-




where ’k’ is the rate constant, ’C’ is the concentration of the dye and ’t’ is the




The rate constant, k, thus obtained for the photodegradation of the organic dyes,
can be determined in the same way as is obtained for the pseudo first-order reaction,
that is, as the slope with the linear dependency.
5.2 Photocatalytic activity of Bi2O3
The photodegradation characteristics of Alizarin red S (ARS) using the UV light
based photocatalysis by incorporating Bi2O3 nanoparticles were analyzed and the
photodegradation curves for the four precursor concentrations are shown in Figure
5.1. The results show that the concentration at x=5% has a significantly faster
photocatalytic activity compared to the other three concentrations as shown in Figure
5.1 (a).
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Figure 5.1: Spectral changes during UV-catalytic degradation for Bi2O3 at (a)
x=2.5%, (b) x=5%, (c) x=7.5% and (d) x=10% (w/v)
This can be ascribed to the structure (as discussed in the previous chapter), which
showed that the concentration at x=5% exhibited a more porous structure with a
relatively larger specific surface area compared to the other concentrations.
From the observations, it was found that the absorption spectrum completely
disappeared finally indicating excellent photocatalytic efficiency, η at a shorter time.
The efficiency was at its highest when x=5%, the value being 99.34%, whereas the
other concentrations also showed relatively good photocatalytic efficiencies (88.54%
at x=2.5%, 96.94 at x=7.5% and 92.34% at x=10%) but they took longer compared
to that of x=5%. As the concentrations increased, the photocatalytic rate efficiency
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reached to an optimum highest point and then started to come down.
Figure 5.2: Photocatalytic reactivity of Bi2O3 under UV-irradiation at (a) x=2.5%,
(b) x=5%, (c) x=7.5% and (d) x=10% (w/v)
The photo-reactivity curves for various concentrations were also plotted in Figure
5.2, respectively. The photodegradation rate (Co/C) of the dye with concentrations
x=2.5%, x=5%, x=7.5% and x=10% assisted by UV light after the stipulated times-
pans in Figure 5.1 (a), (b), (c), and (d) are 0.1146, 0.0065, 0.0306, and 0.0766 min
−1
,
respectively, where ’Co’ is the initial concentration of the dye at time, T = ’0 ’ and
’C ’ is the final concentration at time, T = ’t ’.
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Figure 5.3: Kinetic plots and rate constant evaluation of Bi2O3 photocatalyst at (a)
x=2.5%, (b) x=5%, (c) x=7.5% and (d) x=10% (w/v)
The kinetic plots were drawn (Figure 5.3) and rate constants were derived from
the linear fitting using equation, k = 2.303 Ö log(Co/C). The rate constants were k
= 0.1641, 0.6548, 0.2008 and 0.2085 min
−1
respectively for x=2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and
10% w/v ratios, which further confirms the claim that the photocatalytic activity of
the sample with x=5% is higher than all the other samples.
5.3 Photocatalytic activity of BiOCl
Figure 5.4 shows the photocatalytic degradation of an aqueous solution of Alizarin
Red S (ARS) under UV-light illumination in the presence of electrospun BiOCl nano-
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materials. It can be noted that the absorption band of the dye degraded rapidly at
the precursor concentration level x=3% and almost complete degradation is seen in
an hour. For the other concentrations, x=1%, 2% and 4%, the degradation process
went on for an average of 2 hours.
The rapid photodegradation rate as shown in Figure 5.4 (c) is probably because
of the ordered nanoplatelet morphology whereas in the first two concentrations, no
clear morphology could be seen. In these reactions also, no significant, new absorption
peaks appeared in the visible and ultraviolet regions, indicating a clean photocatalytic
degradation.
Figure 5.4: Spectral changes during UV-catalytic degradation for BiOCl at (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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The reaction went on for an average of two hours except for concentration x=3%
which ended in an hour. The reaction curve at x=4% indicated that the pollutants
did not get degraded any significantly after a particular point of time (120 mins).
Figure 5.5 shows that C/Co rate of the photoreactions using Bismuth Oxychloride
catalysts. From the graphs, the corresponding photoreactivity rates were calculated
to be 0.1331 min
−1
for x=1%, 0.1517 min
−1





for x=4%. The efficiency of the photocatalysis reaction was found to
be about ηx=1% = 86.6% (140 mins), ηx=2% = 84.8% (140 mins), ηx=3% = 80.4% (80
mins), and ηx=4% = 62.37% (for 120 mins).
Figure 5.5: Photocatalytic reactivity of BiOCl under UV-irradiation at (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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From the kinetic plots as shown in Figure 5.6, the rate constants were determined
by linear polynomial fitting of the ln (C/Co) curve and the rate constant values were
evaluated as kx=1% = 0.16 min
−1
, kx=2% = 0.1354 min
−1
, kx=3% = 0.2166 min
−1
and
kx=4% = 0.081 min
−1
.
Figure 5.6: Kinetic plots and rate constant evaluation of BiOCl photocatalyst at (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
The high k value was observed at Figure 5.6 (c), which verifies the relatively
highest photocatalytic activity at x=3% amongst the other concentrations.
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5.4 Photocatalytic activity of BiOBr
The photocatalytic performance curves in Figure 5.7 give the changes in the
Alizarin Red solution due to the decolorization process occurring in a BiOBr dis-
persion at different time intervals during UV-light irradiation. The corresponding
absorption spectra of BiOBr samples prepared at 500 ◦C with various precursor con-
centrations (x=1%, 2%, 3% and 4%) are shown in Figure 5.7 (a) to Figure 5.7 (d).
Figure 5.7: Spectral changes during UV-catalytic degradation for BiOBr at (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
It can be seen from the curves that the photodecomposition rate is faster (80
mins) at x=3%, but at the same time, the photocatalytic activity is better for x=2%
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where complete disappearance of the absorption peaks were observed. This maybe
because of the pocket like micropores (as shown in Figure 4.6 (b)) that is useful for
the transfer of photo-excited charge carriers [148] and also, the higher the volume of
the (micro)pores, higher is the available active sites for the photocatalysis reaction to
occur [147].
The ARS concentrations vs. the reaction time at all the concentrations of BiOBr
were plotted in Figure 5.8 as shown below. The ratio of concentrations vs. the










Figure 5.8: Photocatalytic reactivity of BiOBr under UV-irradiation at (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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The reaction efficiencies were found to be ηx=1% = 80.35% (in 90 mins), ηx=2%
= 83.89% (120 mins), ηx=3% = 82.27% (80 mins), ηx=4% = 67.94% (110 mins). At
x=4%, the dye was not completely degraded eventhough it prolonged for more than
2 hours. No new peaks were detected during the photocatalytic process confirming
the destruction of the conjugated, complex structure and therefore degradation of the
dye. In Figure 5.9, the rate constants were found to be 0.1892 (for x=1%), 0.1869
(for x=2%), 0.2069 (for x=3%), and 0.0983 min
−1
(for x=4%), indicating a high
photo-activity at x=3%.
Figure 5.9: Kinetic plots and rate constant evaluation of BiOBr photocatalyst at (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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5.5 Photocatalytic activity of BiOI
The photocatalytic activity of the sintered BiOI sample was characterized by
degrading the quinonic dye, Alizarin Red under UV-light irradiation at ambient tem-
perature. Figure 5.10 shows the temporal evolution of the spectral changes during
photo-decomposition of Alizarin Red on the sintered BiOI samples under UV-light
irradiation. A gradual degradation of the dye was observed, but near a wavelength of
240 nm, new peaks started to emerge, showing that there was an occurrence of new
products.
Figure 5.10: Spectral changes during UV-catalytic degradation for BiOI at (a) x=1%,
(b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
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The whole photocatalysis process of the ARS is extremely slow for all the con-
centrations and only at x=2%, the dye is degraded to a considerable extent only
after more than 2 hours under UV-light irradiation. This may be due to prolonged
exposure of the photocatalyst in an aqueous solution, that led to the loss of surface
Iodine, and which further proceeds to form an insulating Bismuth Hydroxide layer
that prevents photochemical activity [149].
Figure 5.11: Photocatalytic reactivity of BiOI under UV-irradiation at (a) x=1%, (b)
x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
This might prove why there are new peaks in the 240nm absorption spectrum
and the photo-electrochemical instability of the Bismuth Oxyiodide in aqueous elec-
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trolytes. It has also been reported that semiconductor materials with small band-gap
showed either low carrier mobility and absorption co-efficient [150, 151].
ARS was mostly photo-decomposed by the BiOI nanotechtons under ambient con-
ditions and the reactivity rates obtained for the different concentration levels are
( C
Co













)x=4% = 0.2865 min
−1
. On the same note, the respective photocatalytic efficien-
cies are ηx=1% = 88.76% (in 130 mins), ηx=2% = 93.34% (150 mins), ηx=3% = 81.49%
(100 mins), ηx=4% = 71.35% (100 mins).
Figure 5.12: Kinetic plots and rate constant evaluation of BiOI photocatalyst at (a)
x=1%, (b) x=2%, (c) x=3% and (d) x=4% (w/v)
The kinetic plots (Figure 5.12) of BiOI based photocatalysts reveal that the k value
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is high when x=2% and hence the relatively better photocatalytic activity compared
to the other concentrations. The kinetic rate constants were k=0.1666, 0.1901, 0.1803,
and 0.1197 min
−1





The results suggested that the nanotextured Bismuth Oxides and Oxyhalide based
nanofibers enhanced the UV-light induced Photocatalytic Oxidation. By carefully
choosing the precursor concentrations and operating parameters, the photodegrada-
tion can be enhanced so as to effectively degrade the organic pollutants. In this
process, the pollutant to be degraded is invariably organic and the photooxidative
semiconductor is Bi2O3 and BiOX (X=Cl, Br, I). The list of various pollutants that
can be photomineralized by oxygen using these novel Bismuth based catalysts, are
extensive and ever-increasing and since the purification of water by semiconductor
photocatalysis is a rapidly growing area of interest to both research workers and
water purification companies, these types of new materials hold a huge potential to
be commercialized. Heterogeneous Photocatalysis can also be used in (1) the mea-
surement of total organic carbon, (2) the killing of cancer cells, (3) the removal of
unwanted odours and (4) the cleanup of oil spills [152].
Using Electrospinning, nanofibers were prepared by adjusting the operating pa-
rameters such as the solution viscosity, applied electric voltage, drum rotation speed,
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solution flow rate, collector distance and process parameters such as precursor ma-
terials and concentrations using trial and error methods. Various morphologies such
as nanofibrous linked crystallites, nanoplates, nanosheets, and nanotechtons were ob-
served. By changing the precursor concentrations, it was observed to have a consid-
erable effect on the photocatalytic activity and the rate. As the size of the materials
increased (from nano to micro), there has been a substantial decrease in the photode-
composition ability as the photocatalyst gets lost and cannot be reclaimed. Also the
photocatalytic degradation activity was found to be in the order of Bi2O3 > BiOCl
> BiOBr > BiOI. BiOI was not considered so efficient because it showed photo-
instability owing to its narrow band gap. Therefore, it is possible to enhance the
photocatalytic activity of these materials by controlling the internal morphology of
photocatalytic material. However other ways to fine-tune the photocatalytic activity
include changing the operational parameters such as calcination temperature, flow
rate of the polymer fluid, applied voltage, oxygen concentration in the photocatalytic
suspension, photocatalyst concentration, pH level, light intensity, and so on.
6.2 Recommendations
The present work suggests that the low dimensional, nanofibrous Bismuth based
photocatalysts show quite promising results for the photo-degradation of organic
wastes. However, much work is still needed to be conducted to make the process
viable and efficient for commercial utilization. Therefore, some recommendations are
proposed in the following section:
 This thesis work demonstrates just the UV-irradiated photodegradation of Elec-
trospun, low dimensional, nanofibrous Bismuth Oxide based semiconductor pho-
tocatalysts. According to the literature, Bismuth based materials synthesized
via other chemical routes are exceptionally good visible light photocatalysts.
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And hence, there are still avenues to tailor the visible light photocatalysis of
the same materials fabricated by electrospinning by fine-tuning the surface prop-
erties of the materials.
 Another aspect is that these materials (Bismuth Oxides and Bismuth Oxy-
halides) are good individually for certain aspects of photomineralization. For
instance Bi2O3 and BiOI is better for visible photocatalysis, whilst the oth-
ers are more suited for UV-illuminated photodegradation. So there is a huge
potential in clubbing those photocatalytic properties, by synthesizing hetero-
junctional photocatalysts. Using co-axial electrospinning, there is a possibility
and potential for Core/Shell nanofibrous materials for putting together two dif-
ferent materials together, yet utilizing their combined potential together with a
tunable internal morphology.
 One of the future endeavors in this topic is suggested to focus on the eluci-
dation of the mechanisms underlying the observed photocatalytic activity of
the Bismuth nanomaterials so as to work on the modifications of the materials
effectively to best suit the applications.
 In addition to focusing on just Bismuth based heterojunctional materials, there
is another possibility to look up to adding TiO2 with these materials, as TiO2 is
a conventionally used, readily available, less-cost material for the photodegra-
dation purposes. There has been numerous literature on the heterojunction
photocatalysts based on TiO2/Bi-based materials combinations based on vari-
ous synthesizing methodologies but Electrospinning. It is worthwhile to discover
the possibilities through electrospinning as well because it is possible to control
the morphology by adjusting the operating parameters.
 There is also a possibility to further extend this research to analyze the photo-
catalytic water splitting and hydrogen generation ability of the nanomaterials.
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